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ABSTRACT

This thesis asks a question that is particularly relevant to a socie-

ty and economy increasingly concerned by the future economic burden

posed by the aging of the 'rbaby boomrr generation. ln a future Canada

predicted to be characterized by decelerating (perhaps negative) rates

of population growth, how wi I ì the íntroduction of a new, alternative

pension plan affect the intergenerational distribution of income?

This alternative pension plan would be an essential element of a new

retirement scheme al lowing el igible workers to reduce their normal work-

time in the years immediately preceding r¡officiallr retirement. Gradual,

or phased retirement was first offered as a legislated policy by Sweden

in 1976. Accordingly, Swedish experienee in the appl ieation and devel-

opment of this policy is examined on the basis of available literature,

and inferences are drawn for Canada.

To answer the posed question of the thesis, pensions are first de-

fined as intergenerational transfers, as opposed to ¡ntertemporal sav-

ings. Thus attent¡on is focused on the reìative income positions of

workers and retired persons at specific points in time, rather than on

the relationship between an individual ls contributions and expected ben-

ef i ts.

ln a current year for which income distribution data is already de-

termined, the transfer burden (from workers to the partially retired) of

the proposed pension plan is calculated. To extend the analysis, Cana-

tv-



dian population and labour force projections through the year 2026 are

defined and employed to form time paths of growth. Assuming a static

economy, with zero economic growth and no changes in relative prices and

productivities of factors through time, transfer burdens of the new pen-

sion are calculated on the basis of the afore-mentioned projections.

This al lows for the isolation of purely demographic effects on the in-

tergenerational transfers needed to sustain the pension in future years.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCT I ON

The rapid aging of þJestern populations, along with the structural de-

terioration of labour markets as a result of rapid technological ad-

vancement has made the field of retirement a very popular area of re-

search. One of the best innovations to appear in the development of

greater retirement flexibi I ity has been the concept of gradual retire-

ment.

The study of gradual retirement cannot real ly begin unti I one has

first seperated two concepts that are often ambiguously linked together

in conversation or in non-technical literature. The confusion is not a

serious one in light of current retirement practices in Canada, but the

introduction of a neh, retirement option creates the need for greater

specification.

"Retirement agerrcan be defined as the age at which people cease to

work for pay. rrPensionable agetr is the age at which peopìe become eligi-

ble to receive pension benefits. The majority of retiring workers wi I I

have no inclination to do so until they are of an age of pension eligi-

bility, and for most these concepts integrate. Before the recent ad-

vances in human rights legislation, employers traditional ly required

workers to retire at or before the age at whieh Canada Pension Plan and

0 I d-Age Secur i ty benef i ts became ava i I ab I e.
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Throughout the l.lestern world but particularly in North America, the

age 65 has become dominant as the accepted age of retirement and of pen-

sion eligibility. However, it has long been questioned as being the ap-

propriate age at which to cease work. Theorists in many fields (as wilt

be discussed in Chapter 2) have cautioned that a fixed age of retirement

may certainly not be in the best interests of workers, employers, or so-

ciety in general. lt is realized that not all workers look forward to

retirement and increased leisure with equal abandon. For some the

abrupt disengagement from the labour force can be unsettling or perhaps

even traumat i c.

The evolution of retirement pol icies has resulted in some promotion

of flexibi ì i ty for the worker, but even these efforts fal I short. I t

still remains that flexible retirement, that is, fult retirement either

in advance of or. after the "normal'r age of retirement, is characterized

by a sudden and abrupt transition from work to retirement.

One response that could be offered to workers who wish to ease their

transition is the concept of gradual retirement. Gradual retirement can

be defined as the gradual reduction in the amount of labour performed by

a worker after reaching some normative age requirement. This reduction

couìd take several different forms: (l) fewer hours per day, (2) fewer

days per week, or (3) fewer weeks per year. The concept basically im-

plies that leisure wiìl take up a greater share of an individual work-

errs time as he approaches the age designated asrrfull retirementrr. lts

rationale is based on the premise that abrupt disengagement from work

can be detrimental to some workers.
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Easing the transition from work to retirement for these workers, pâF-

ticularly in the areas of health, social relations, recreation, and in-

come, can be considered the foremost goal of this policy. lt is assumed

that a worker exercising this option will use his increased leisure time

to deveìop other interests apart from his employment.

The format of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 invoìves a brief

overview of the retirement decision and process, and retirementrs effect

on the individual. I t also contains documentation concerning publ ic in-

terest in part-time work before and afterrrofficialrrretirement, and a

I iterature review on the capabi I ities of the older worker. Discussion

on the effects of part-time empìoyment on the organization is also con-

ta i ned here.

Chapter J provides an examination of international experience with

gradual retirement, i.e. why and how it is applied, and its economic

impl ications. Swedish experience provides the base for this analysis.

Together, Chapters 2 and I constitute Part I of the thesis.

Part I I of the study examines the concept of gradual retirement in

the context of intergenerat¡onal income transfers. Accordingly, Chapter

4 defines pensions as transfers, and outl ¡nes the body of theory on

which the rest of the analysis proceeds. Chapter 5 sets up the frame-

work in which gradual retirement in Canada is examined. ln this chapter

poputation and labour force projections through the years 1976-2026 are

defined and employed for this purpose. The future aging of the Canadian

populat¡on is identified, and associated dependancy costs are projected

and exami ned.
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Chapter 6 allows the introduction of a gradual retirement program

into a static representation of the Canadian economy to isolate the de-

mographic component of future changes in transfer costs. Later' the

static conditions are eased to understand the important effect of eco-

nomic growth on future transfers.



Chapter

b,ORK, RET I REI,IENT,

ll

AND AG I NG

2.1 I NTRODUCTI ON

ln Asins as g Social @, l4cPherson (lgg¡) paraphases Atchley

(1982) in defining retirement as both a social process and a social in-

stitution. lts analysis cannot be carried on individual levels since it

is related to many considerations affecting both individuals and socie-

ty. He detai ls these considerations by saying that retirement is relat-

ed to,

the work history of the individual and the ìabor-force needs
of society; to the economic status of the individual and the
state; and to the health status of the individuaì and the
health care services provided by the society. ln addition,
retirement as a social process is related to the Ieisure in-
terests of the individual and to the social and leisure servi-
ces provided by the publ ic and private sectors; to the type
and degree of the support provided by the family and by soeie-
tal norms; and to individual decisions about when to retire
and to publ ic- and private- sector retirement pol icies.l

0f course personal and demographic factors influence the retirement

process as well. Thus it can be seen that the study of ret¡rement

should not be attempted unless careful study is made of individual and

population aging throughout the I ifespan. Since this particular study

is not an analysis of retirement, per se, it does not and cannot hope to

have the complete scope or range of some others. However, whi le our

greatest concern is with the transfer impl ieations of retirement before

I P. 367, t'lcPherson (l983) .

5
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and after the introduction of a more flexible withdrawal system, ¡t is

still deemed necessary to provide some enlightenment regarding the so-

cial and personal considerations which influence the process.

2.2 THE RET r RET4ENT pEC r S r 0N r N TER|{S 0F Lll_E-,1{AB_l_AEll5

To most workers retirement represents a significant change in status,

j-.9" from being employed and earning income to being retired, or unem-

ployed (George, 1980) . The discussion surrounding I ife roles (and

changes in roles) is somewhat confl icting. Earl ier sociologicaì studies

in retirement described the person in his post-retirement years as being

essentially rrrolelessrr, lacking purpose and meaning. l,luch older re-

search revolved around the assumption that the transition to retirement

was stressful and a major factor in post-retirement illness (Ell¡son,

1968) .

l4cPherson (lgg¡) argues that more recent evidence clearly refutes the

impl ications of the "trauma" theory of retirement. f,lany publ ications

(eg. Atchley, 1976i I relan et al., 1976; George, l98O; etc.) contain

survey evidence pointing to the fact that the majority of male respon-

dents report little or no problems in adjusting to new-found retirement.

There should exist little doubt that any changes in such sentiments are

a direct function of time, and an indirect function of important econom-

ic and social changes during this time frame. I'Ihereas once retirement

may have been viewed as the circumstance of one who was no longer capa-

ble of productive endeavour, ¡t is evident that many people now look

forward to retirement, plan for it, and even retire before it may be

mandatory (Barf ield and llorgan, l97O; Parnes, 197Ð " l,lany bel ieve that
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retirement may now be characterized as an institutional ized social pro-

cess (Atchley, 1982) related to career, heaìth, and social variables.

The relationship between health, work, and retirement is a complex

one, and available I iterature ref lects this. One study (t'lartin and Do-

ran, 1966) is often cited to suggest positive effects of retirement on

the prevalence of self-reported serious i I lness among workers and reti-

rees. The results of the study show a steadily increasing incidence of

serious i I lness requiring medical attention unti I about retirement age

among men over the age of 55. lmmediately after retirement th¡s inci-

dence drops markedly.

Ekerdt et al . (1983) di scuss whether the purported heal th improve'

ments fol lowing retirement primari ly represent the al leviation of medi-

cal conditions or the enhancement of functional health. They posit that

medical status could be improved upon retirement by the removal of ardu-

ous aspects of the work environment, as well as the introduction of

greater leisure time. The improvement in functional health could be

largely due to reduced role demands of a person in retirement.

Thei r

health is

own findings support that retireesr perception of improved

partially due to the reduction of prior job stress. To these

workers, they believe, retirement represents a release from the encumb-

rances of work, and therefore,

does under certain circumstances contribute to feel ings of in-
creased vital ity. The practical appì ications of this knowl-
edge -- whether to tout the beneficial effects of retirement
or address the possible untoward consequenees of working --
would be a matter of emphasis.2

2 P. 7, Ekerdt et al (lgg¡) .
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However, by later stating that the claims of good effects of retire-

ment could not be qualified by actual health improvement as measured by

the frequency of pre- and post-retirement somatic complaints, they in-

troduce some of the ambiguity surrounding the issue.

A Canadian study (Adams and Lefebvre, l98l) of mortality patterns

among a group of 65 year old people retiring under Canada Pension Plan

provisions of 1970, found that there exist defined phases in mortal ity

after retirement. Compared to the age-specific death rate of the gener-

al male population the group of male retirees exhibit a substantially

lower rate of mortal ity in the first year of retirement. The largest

increases in the probability of dying occur between the ages of 66 and

67, *ith a subsequent decline between 67 and 68. The authors feel that

this pattern closeìy foì lows the phase theory of retirement adjustment

(Atchley, .l976), i.e. (l) honeymoon phase, (2) disenchanted phase, (3)

reorientation phase. As they point out regarding the fluctuations in

mortal ity among male retirees,

lf retirement is made more gradual, stress and discontentment
may be minimized, thus prolonging the low mortal ity observed
dur i ng the f i rst year of ret i rement. 3

The Report of the Special Senate Committee on Retirement Age Policies

in Canada (.|979) correctly states that if anything can be interpreted

from the plethora of studies on the issue, ¡t is that the reaction of

individuals to retirement is a highly personal one.{ Some people find

retirement a relief from boredom or drudgery¡ others find that they have

lost their daily purpose. As stated in the Report, both the American

3P 120, Adams and Lefebvre (1981).

23, Special Senate Commitree (lglÐ.4P
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portance of work to

9

Associations have stated clear positions on the im-

some individuals:

productive work and earning power of-
and emotional i I lness and premature

The sudden cessation of
ten leads to physical
dearh. (At4A)

There are statistics which suggest retirement is a major con-
tributing factor in many psychological and physiological dis-
orders. (Cl4A) s

The Report goes on to indicate that people who develop interests and

activities apart from their employment are apt to make a better tran-

sition from work to retirement. Obviously, those with a stronger at-

tachment to their job and its consequent lifestyle may not adapt well to

ret i rement.

The importanee that soeiety eguates with activity as opposed to inac-

tivity can often be felt by retirees. The Senate report contends that

meaningful activity, particularly paid activity, is important for the

elderly. ln a study publ ished in the Journal of Gerontology, Soumerai

and Avorn (lg8¡) present results of a study that seem to concur with

this contention. To determine whether part-time employment affects the

perceived health, life satisfaction, and activity of urban retirees, 25

persons were randomly selected from a pool of elderly applicants for an

employment program. 30 of the applicants urere not hired, but served as

a control group. The 2j participants were hired to perform park mainte-

nance for 20 hours per week over a six month period. lnterviews con-

ducted at the end of the program revealed significant and positive ef-

fects on the three I ife-variables. 0f the 30 persons in the control

group, only one had found employment by the end of the six month period.

s P. 23, Special Senate Committee (1979).
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The authors contend that:

Providing flexible, meaningful employment options for this
group (elderly) could offer a partial solut¡on to the econom-
ic, psychological, and social problems of retirement. Cer-
tainly these data demonstrate that some eìderly persons are
eager and abl e to undertake demand i ng jobs qu i te d i fferent
from the ones from which they retired.6

However, they qual ify this statement with the rejoinder that this

type of program on a larger scale could, in a faltering economy, inten-

sify ¡ntergenerational economic rivalry.? This is a point well-taken"

The concept of intergenerational équity will be examined more intenseìy

in Part I I of this study.

l,lcPherson (lgg¡) describes the retirement decision as an intervening

stage between the planning and adjustment phases of the retirement pro-

cess. Where the decision to retire is voluntary rather than imposed,

the individuaì controls the decision and as such has greater control

over the preceding and following phases in the process" Kimmel et al.

(ì978) point out that the voluntary retiree, as opposed to the mandatory

retiree, often engages in more planning for retirement. He also has a

higher income, reports better health, and has a higher perceived level

of retirement adjustment and satisfaction.

Whi le al I retiring individuals must adapt and make adjustments to

their loss of job, associates, and income, and to their increased free

time, this is where the similarity ends. lt must be remembered that,

the elderly at any point in history comprise a heterogeneous
cohort influenced by stratification variables and personal

P

P

ó
7 Soumera i

Soumera i

and Avorn

and Avorn

(lgs¡).

(1983).7
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characteristics.s

It is unwise to attempt to categorize retiring workers since there are

many factors which influnce the person's ultimate satisfaction in his

new role (see for example Glamser, l98l).

The inadvisability of structuring work and retirement patterns in a

fixed manner seems to be the crucial derivative if we realize the previ-

ous point. The essence of this study is a conviction that increased

flexibility in the retirement decision is a worthwhile goal, both in hu-

man and economic terms.

Presently we will ignore the pure economic analysis, but as it con-

st¡tutes the core of this study, it wi I I recur in Part I l. At this

juncture two critical questions must be asked: (l) ls this increased

flexibility desirabìe (in human terms)?; (2) ls this flexibility feasi-

ble (in human terms)? The ansurers to these questions will be examined

in the next sections of this chapter.

2.3 PUBLIc INTEREST lN PART:IIxE UOBK BEFORE AND AFTEE RETIREI4ENT

It is necessary for the conscientious analyst to determine publ ic

support for a pol icy before proceeding with its study" This section

wi I I detai I previous work on the measurement of the degree and charac-

teristics of this support for a pol icy of gradual retirement.

A major American survey conducted in l98l for the National Council on

Aging, lnc. (NCOA) revealed several interesting points that are perti-

nent to the discussion. One is that there has been a constant emphasis

s P. 369, f,lcPherson (1983).
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on older Americans wanting to remain active in society, part¡cularly as

paid employees. This emphasis is reflected by the marked increase in

older workers 155-6\) who are planning to retire at age 65 and later.

The l98l figure of 67?6, compared to the 1974 level of 572, indicates a

partial reversal in what was once evident as a growing desire for con-

tinual ly earl ier retirement. This trend is reinforced by other results

from this survey. ln 1974, 372 of older workers stated that they did

not look forward to retirement, while in l98l the similar figure was

t+62.

These results do not simpìy reflect economic necessity of a longer

workì ife. Of f¡nancial ly-strapped older workers in .l981, only 559é re-

ported that they were not looking forward to retirement. Thus we see

that the gap between those older workers with adequate and inadequate

post-retirement income is not particularly significant.

Among working Americans over the age of 65, only li? reported that

they looked forward to retirement. This 198ì figure is in contrast with

the figure of 2\Z in 1974. This point lends some credence to the theory

that older workers are not working out of economic necessity.

Sheppard (.l98,l) reports that the NCOA survey shows a pronounced pref-

erence of older Americans to continue working after their so-called I'of-

ficial retirementrr. Three-fourths of workers aged 55 and older stated

their preference fo¡ some kind of paid part-time work after retirement.

Consistent with an earl ier statement negating economic needs as the

driving force behind the desire for an increased workl ife, the survey

results report that high and low income employees alike show little in-

terest in total retirement.
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Hagstrom (1981) reports on a survey conducted by The Travelers lnsur-

ance Company of aìl their employees aged 55 and over. From that survey,

fully 859é of respondents brere interested in some form of paid employment

following retirement. Among respondents of all ages, 5916 reported a de-

si re for a part-time work schedule after reti rement. Hagstrom states

his belief that the decision to work part-time depended on the desire of

employees to continue work, but to have flexibi I ity in their schedules

to meet other personal needs in their rrretirementrr.e

Copperman et al. (1981) conducted a survey regarding retirement which

yielded 100 responses from American workers over the age of !0. ln this

survey oìder workers were asked if they would consider part-time work as

a transitional step between ful l"time employment and retirement. Ap-

proximately two-thirds of the respondents expressed their support for

this idea.

A survey of attitudes toward retirement r,Jas conducted by the Commis-

sion of the European Communities in 1978. 0f respondents to the survey

(workers aged 15 and over), 252 indicated that they plan to continue in

paid work after they receive some pension. 0f this group. J in 4 per-

sons wished to continue working to keep aetive, and I in 4 wishes to in-

crease his income. 722 of respondents stated their support for the idea

of a gradual transition from full-time work to total retirement by re-

ducing work-time in several stages.

P. ,+.l, Hagstrom (1981) .
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I n the documents Ret i rement in Canada publ ished by the Canadian De-

partment of Health and Welfare in 1977, the results of a simiìar ques-

tion were presented. Tabìe 2.1 detai ls these results based on sex and

workforce status. lt is quite reveal ing that approximately 382 of em-

ployed Canadian males view part-time work as a desirabìe transitional

work pattern. Table 2.2 prov ides the results of respondentsr preferred

alternatives regarding this transitioh. Notice that the proportions in

each category (with the exception ofr¡wouldntt change work pattern") are

all higher among active men as opposed to retired men. This could re-

flect a changing attitude across a generation, and/or changes in econom-

ic conditions. lt has been mentioned that the accuracy of this type of

questionnaire may be considered suspect, simply because retired persons'

answers to hypothetical questions about work patterns may be considered

irreìevant. This fact may preclude extensive interpretation of em-

ployed/retired differences in attitudes.

Shkop (1980) conducts a survey designed to gauge the attitudes and

decisions . of managerial and blue-col lar workers regarding retirement

when different options for continued employment in the organization ex-

ist. Two of the questions posed directly concern the desirabi I ity of

increased flexibi I ity in the retirement decision" The participants were

asked what they planned to do upon reaching the earl iest age at which

they could col lect some pension.
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Table 2. I

Active and Retired Respondents' 0pinion of Best
Transitional Work Patterntt

Best Transitional
Work Pattern

Ful I -Time

Par t-T i me

¡{EN WOHEN

Ret i red Act i ve

53.\z 58.52

\6.62 \t .52

Ret i red

6sz

352

Act i ve

6l .8"¿

38.22

fc Restricted to those who had worked sometime since age 4!.

Source: Table 56,
Retirement in Canada
(vor. l)

Table 2.2

Aetive and Retired Respondentsr First Choice for Way
To Change VJork Pattern

Way to Change
Pattern

Retire Early with
the Same Pens i on

Work Fewer Weeks per
Year for Same Pay

Work Fewer Days per
þJeek for Same Pay

l,Jork Fewer Hours per
Day for Same Pay

l,Jouldnrt Change
l,Jork Pattern

Source: Table 58
Retiremell in CanaCe
(vol . I l)

I.lEN r.Jof4EN

Ret i red Act i veRet i red Act i ve

2\.52 29.32 15.62 32.92

t+ .gZ tz "zZ 7 .2"4 9.12

8.tZ 19.7% 16 "72 zt+.oz

9.0?6 11.12 12.92 tt.2z

53.6"ó 27.82 \7.62 22.92

r00u r00z r00u 1003
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0f 389 American respondents, 68.42 stated that they would continue to

work in the same organization, 10.3?ó would work elsewhere, and 21.32

would stop working altogether.

The second question queried their intentions ¡f their employer would

offer them the possibi I ity of job modifications ( j.g. part-time sched-

ules, job transfers, etc.). ln response to this question, 8l.lZ stated

that they would continue working in the same organization, only 3"'l%

would leave the organization and work elsewhere, and only ì1.62 would

stop working altogether. Clearly, options for continued employment in

the organization have a significant effect on the retirement decision.

Shkop's anal ys i s showed important effects upon those empl oyees who

originally plannned to remain with the organization as well as the oth-

ers. Where originally these workers planned to retire at an average age

of 63.3 years, with job modifications avai lable the average age of

planned retirement rose to 65.0 years. Thus we have important evidence

not only of the popuìarity of said modifications, but also of their ef-

fects upon length of workl ives.

Based on the discussion of available literature it would be a fair

assumption to say that the concept of gradual retirement is not only

popular, but may be effective in various facets. ln advance of official

retirement, it provides for an easier transition to this state. Follow-

ing official retirement, it provides for cont¡nued activity in the lives

of older people, status as a paid worker, as well as continued source of

employment and income. As will be discussed in a later section of this

chapter, this retirement pol icy holds certain benefits for employers as
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characteristics of that part of

a gradual transition.
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reached, however, we wi ì I exami ne the

the population interested in the idea of

2.\ INFLUENCES ON WORK/RETIREI'IENT DECISIONS OF INDIVIDUALS

This section presents a discussion of some of the correlates of the

part-time work decision of the oìder worker ( ..g. income, occupation,

etc.). The analysis concerns itself with both part-time work before and

after official retirement. Thus, this portion of the study must be read

with careful consideration regarding the distinction between the two op-

tions. The Retirement in Canada (1977) surveys are used as the basis of

the discussion regarding correlates of part-time work preceding official

retirement, but the information is scanty at best. The data on the

characteristics of the interested (or directly affected) population with

regard to part-time work after retírement is drawn largely from the work

of Sheppard and lilantovani (1982). Their study is based on the major

NCOA survey of 1981, and is the sole major document available providing

some insight into this side of the issue. While direct concern in Part

ll of this study will be with the former work/retirement option, it was

felt that the exclusion of the latter would be a detriment to the ovcr-

al I picture regarding retirement flexibi I ity.

The responses of employed American men and women aged 55 and older to

two questions of the NC0A survey determine the population used in the

analysis of part-time post-retirement work. They are:

(l) When you retire, urould you prefer to stop working com-
pletely, or continue some kind of part-time work?
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(2) How much help would greater availabil ity of part-time work
be to you personalìy if you wanted to work after retirement --
a great deaì of help, some help, hardly any help, or no help
at aÌ l?r0

Respondents who preferred to continue some kind of part-time work af-

ter retirement, and who believed that the availability of part-time work

would be a great deal of help in that regard were classified as part-

time post-retirement (PTPR) candidates. 0f the total group of respon-

dents aged 55 and older, 438 can be elassified as PTPR candidates"

l,/hen asked a question concerning their attitude toward retiring com-

pletely, only 369ó of PTPR candidates reported that they look forward to

it as compared to 51"Å of non-PTPR candidates. Since the preference for

continuing work af ter rrretirementr¡ will obviously af fect the workerrs

planned age for complete retirement, it is not surprising that PTPR can-

didates plan to retire much later than others. ln fact, the proportion

of PTPR candidates planning to retire completely by age J0 is 522 in

contrast with 68Î6 of other workers.

Table 2.3, by concentrating only on workers aged 55-64,

that,

i I I ustrates

the eonnection between the preferenee for part-t¡me post-rc-
tirement employment and planned retirement age is not a result
of difference in age between the two types of workers analysed
here. 1 1

Clearly, 389é of male PTPR candidates plan to retire after the age of 70

as compared to 229é of other workers.

l0 P

P

3, Sheppard and llantovani

7, Sheppard and Hantovani

(t982).

(1982) .1l
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Sheppard and flantovani also point out the serious disparity bethreen

the work/retirement plans of male and female PTPR candidates. They ex-

plain the gap as being primarily influenced by differences in marital

status and pension receipt. Nearly half of the women in the sample were

now non-married, a serious handicap for many r^Jomen who cannot count on a

spouse's income, savings, and/or pension in their later years

llany of these women have interrupted and relatively short attachments

to the labour force, seriously affecting their own pension benefits, or

even pension el igibi I ity {see Commissíon of lnquiry into Part-time Work

(1983) for similar Canadian results].

Table 2.3

Planned Age for Complete Retirement
(f'len and VJomen 55-6\ Years Old)

Planned Age For Complete
Ret i rement

Before 70

70-79

80 and over;
rrNeverrt , etc.

Source: Table 5,

}lE N l.l0tlEN
PTIBs 0thers

\52 7oz

13"Á gz

I+22 ztY

r oõã-- r oõf*

PTPRs olierc

782

62

t62

loõu-

6zZ

9z

292

I oõF*

Part-Time Employment after Ret i rement
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Tabte 2.4
Percent PTPR Among Nonmar r i ed 0l der I.Jorkers 

'by Household lncome

U PTPR

Under $ l0,ooo

6lz

S t o, ooo- 1 9,999

322

Over S2o,ooo

25"4

Percent PTPR among l,larr ied l,Jomen, by Household lncome

ZPTPR \22

Under
st5,Qeq

SI5,ooo
-2\,ggg

332

$25, ooo
-i9,999

382

0ver
S4o, ooo

162

Percent PTPR, Total Sample, by Household lncome

Under
S5ooo

UPrPR 562

s5, OOO

-l \ '999

\82

Sl5,ooo
-2\,999

312

Sz5,ooo
-20 000
-¿-¿., 

¿-/¿.

\72

Over
$40, ooo

252

Source: Tables 17, 18, .|9,

Part-Time Employment after Reti rement

Sheppard and f'lantovani fçel that the need for extended part-time employ-

ment for older hromen can be expected to continue over the next decades,

posing an important consideration for future personnel pìanning.

The analysis of the sample of workers aged 55 and older on the basis

of education also yields some interesting information. lt appears that

the incidence of part-time post-retirement work candidacy decl ines with

gains in education, although the bel ief that the avai labi I ity of part-

time jobs would be a great deal of help in realizing that preference is

positively correlated w¡th years of school ing, This should come as Ro



surprise to observers of labour markets. Education wi I I

correlated with income and pension adequacy. This wi I I

needs in regard to post-retir.ement work.
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be positively

ease economi c

l,larried persons are found to be less likely to be PTPR candidates

than non-married workers. \l?ó of married workers can be classified as

candidates compared to 48? of non-married ones. This could be a direct

factor of two considerations: (ì) The economic needs of a household are

better satisfied among married couples, (2) Non-married persons have

less reason to stop working and lose associates and friends.

The survey revealed that men and women aged 55 and older not covered

by either a private or publ ic pension plan (JJZ of sample) are more

I ikely to be part-time post-reti rement candidates. Among this group 488

are PTPR candidates, while only 3996 of those with some pension coverage

are.

The importance of pension benefits and private investments toward

work/retirement preferences emerges when we real ize that only 6Z of al I

PTPR candidates, compared with 17% of non-candidates, claim such income

as their major source. Thus, older workers whose household incomes are

mainly derived from non-empìoyment sources are less I ikely to take on

part-time work after retirement.

Personal income data garnered from the survey indicates that PTPR

eandidates tend to be in the lower income categories. Only 14? of male

candidates have annual incomes over S20,OOO, in contrast to 4J? of non-

eandidates" Whi le personal income of married women doesnrt affect the

incidence of PTPR candidacy among them, total household income does.
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The best explanation for this incongruity is that members of fami I ies

make economic decisions based on their pooled resources, not individual

incomes. Data on non-married older workers shows a strong inverse rela-

tionship between personal income (= total household income) and the pro-

pensity to be a PTPR candidate. Tabìe 2.1+ illustrates the PTPR rate

among both married women, non-married workers, and the total sample by

household i ncome.

The analysis of occupational and industry characteristics reveals

that workers preferr i ng part-t ime employment after ret i rement are more

likely to be in low-status, unskilled, and service groups. Among uns-

ki I led workers, 582 are PTPR candidates; among service workers, SOZ1

among professional and/or managerial workers, \Z%; among skilled crafts-

men, 3996; among cler i cal/sales workers, 362. Sheppard and l'lantovani be-

I ieve that the low proportion in the clerical/sales group may be mis-

leading because of the disproportionate amount of women in clerical

positions:

This alone may affeet preferences for part-time post-retire-
ment work and evaluations of the importance availability of
such employment has during rretirement¡.rz

Table 2.5 il lustrates variations that ex¡st betþ,,een industry type and

PTPR candidacy. Perhaps most interesting is the fact that the PTPR rate

among government employees is only 252. Sheppard and Hantovani conclude

that better pension coverage in the public sector may be a good enough

economic disincentive to continued work after rtretirementil. Considering

the good pension coverage, it is very revealing to see that ZjZ of gov-

ernment employees would prefer some type of paid part-time work after

T2 P. 12, Sheppard and l4antovani (1982) 
"
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retirement. Whi le not precluding the need to work for financial rea-

sons, it does appear to iìlustrate a strong undercurrent of support for

a program enabl ing older workers to continue working for personal rea-

sons.

Table 2.5
Percent PTPR by Industry, both Sexes

I ndustry

Hea I th, Educat i on,
and Social Services

Trade

Transportat ion, Commun-
ications, Utiìities

Construct i on

llanuf actur ing

F i nance, Real
Estate, I nsurance

0ther Service lndustries

Gover nment

502

492

482

\72

\52

402

362

252

Source: P.13,
Part-T i me ECIpþy¡e¡! eflgr Ret i rement

ln the Canadian material deal ing with part-time work prior to offi-

cial retirement, data also seems to indicate a greater preference by

blue-collar workers for part-time work around the age of full retire-

ment. ln Retirement j¡ Canaçle (Vol. ll), Ciff ¡n et al. report that \3"32

of retired male blue-collar workers thought that a part-time transition"

al work pattern was best. The rates in the other occupational groups



were:

26.8%;

Other Blue Col lar, 35.22;

and Other tlhite Collar , 25.52

2\

ltianager i al /Prof ess i ona I /Techn i ca l,

A comparison of the two sets of results still indicates the populari-

ty of part-time work prior to ful I retirement. l,Jhile Sheppard indicates

a causation between low income and this popularity, the Canadian authors

attempt to show a correlation between poor health and part-time work.r3

C¡ff in and l'lartin (1977) associate poor health as being the reason for

retirement among \2.\Z of primary blue-collar workers, 37.62 of other

blue-col lar, 11.\Z of managerial/professional/technical, and 30.32 of

other whi te-col ìar workers.

Ret i rement in Canada (Vol. I l) also refers to the popularity of a

part-time transitional work pattern by sector of employment. ln an in-

teresting congruence with the results of the NC0A survey, oñly 2\.82 of

retired male publ ic sector workers (2\.12 of active male publ ic empìoy-

ees) preferred this pattern. 30.lZ of retired and 3\.22 of active pub-

lic sector employees preferred this transition" The cìose similarity of

this proportion to Sheppard's PTPR rate of 252 for government employees

aged 55 and over is striking, even if not whol ly comparable. However,

the conclusion that greater pension eoverage of pubì ic seetor workers

results in a lessening of eeonomic necessity as a reason for interest in

part-time work after retirement is probabìy val id ¡n both countries.

Based on the analysis provided through these two sources, we may make

several general izations concerning the part of the population that may

be most interested in some form of part-time transition into full re-

r3 P. 105, C¡ffin er aì (1977).
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tirement. 0lder workers who would more I ikely be PTPR candidates would

be characterized by lower socioeconomic status, suggesting the impor-

tance of financial need in peoplers desire for part-time post-retirement

work. For the same reason, workers not covered (or poorly covered) by

an employer pension plan are more I ikely than those with good coverage

to be PTPR candidates.

ln fact, many of the factors associated with PTPR candidacy correlate

with lower socioeconomic status. As Sheppard and l,lantovoni po¡nt out,

lower education, lower personal income, lower household income, and poor

pension coverage are all associated with a greater likelihood of partic-

ipation in some form of part-time transition into ful I retirement, as

are lesser skilled occupations. Hou/ever, data also reveal a strong pop-

ularity of part-time work among persons with no great financial need.

Opposingly, workers most interested in part-time work prior to offi-

cial retirement probably have less income concerns. They may also be

better covered by pensions than those wishing to work after retirement.

What appears very simi lar between analyses of both options is that in-

terest in part-time work prior to full retirement appears greatest among

blue-collar workers. As the authors of our two source documents state,

the popularity for these different options may have very different cau-

sat i ons.

The popularity ascribed to t.his retirement option certainly encourag-

es ¡ts study. lt is realized that this option can only be extended in

an atmosphere of continued growth in work and retirement flexibility.

Sheppard and l,lantovani favorably view the extension of this option not



only for economic reasons, but for

workers to continue to be productive

it'

psychological motives

in their later years.

expansion of part-time work...for older workers who otherwise
would retire completely wi I I help solve the emerging problem
of supporting a burgeoning population of non-working elderly
when labour force growth is slackening, and the economy's re-
sources are subjected to increasing pressures. Both our pri-
vate and public retirement support systems would be in a bet-
ter pos i tion to provide more adequate i ncome and servi ce
support to even ol der Amer i cans. I a

This particular contention wi I ì recur when, in Part I I of the s tudy, Mlê

deal with theexamine the capabi I ity of the future Canadian economy to

needs of the elderly.

Before we examine an actual appl ication of a legislated poì icy of

gradua I ret i rement, tv'/o more sect i ons of th i s chapter must be covered .

Since we have determined that this increased flexibi I ity is indeed de-

sirable among workers, it remains to be seen ¡f ¡t is feasible in terms

of human capabilities. The last section of this chapter will examine

the desirability and feasibility of this flexibility within the organi-

zat i on.

2"5 rHr AG-lxq waBEEB

I n order to understand part i cul ar ret i rement dec i s i ons and the ad-

justments made in their regard, it is necessary to understand the mean-

ing of work to an individualo the work history of the retiring worker,

the preparation for retirement, and attitudes toward that state. lt is

also important to understand the physical and mental competence of the

26

that encourage

As they see

r4 P. 27, Sheppard and l,lantovani (1982) .
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older worker.

A program of gradual retirement would, depending on its specifica-

tion, affect eligibìe and willing workers between the approximate age of

60 and 70. Considerations of retirement flex¡b¡lity have been challenged

by advocates of mandatory retirement on the basis of several arguments.

One is that mandatory retirement allows for the promotion of younger

workers, who would be concerned at any efforts which might halt the

progress of their careers. Lazear (1g7g) questions the assumption that

younger workers are that concerned with short-range benefits. Lazear ar-

gues that younger workers are aware of their own aging and as such may

advocate the abol ition of mandatory retirement, real izing their own

situations may someday be affected by it.

Another major argument that is often forwarded by supporters of man-

datory retirement is that workers are allowed the chance of ceasing work

before their productivity declines to such a point at which they may be

forced out. Contrary to prevalent beliefs that general job performance

declines with age, research has repeatedly indicated the fallacy of this

statement. Evidence indicates that job performance rarely decl ines and

that older workers compare favourably with their younger counterparts.

(l4e ¡ er and Kerr , 1976; Bourne, ,l982) 
.

I n jobs wh i ch do not requi re extremel y heavy phys i cal I abour c Fê-

search showed that older workers do as well as younger ones in terms of

general performance and productivity (Kelleher and Quirk, 19732 Schwab

and Heneman, 1977) " lleier and Kerr illustrate that in the majority of

today's jobs, the physical demands are below the capacity of normal ag-
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ing workers. They also put forward an interesting point about heavy la-

bour documented by l,lelford (1958) in studies at the Nuffield Research

Unit in Cambridge, England. lt was real ized that,

¡t is not the heaviness of the work in itself which put it be-
yond the older workers' capacity but rather the time-stress
which results from a combination of heavy work and continuous
effort to maintain a high rate of productivity. ln other
words, if the pressure to produce is ìowered, oìder workers
will continue to perform well.r5

The pressure to produce can, of course, be eased by simply reducing the

task. This fact has interestingamount of time spent at the particular

impl ications in the consideration of a pol icy of gradual retirement.

It has also been reported that injuries at work are fewer among older

employees (Root, l98l), indicating the positive effect of experience on

job safety. I n another study, (Di I I i ngham, l98l) , êVidence suggests a

concurrence with Rootrs work that the frequency of injury tends to fall

with age. However, it was aìso founa ï¡rat the severity of job-related

i nj ur i es i ncreases w i th age.

Physical aspects of job performance seem to indicate very little, ¡f

âhy, effect of aging on job performance. lt is also noteworthy that

there is l¡ttle decìine in intelligence affecting job performance with

age (llcPherson, .|983) 
" Studies on work satisfaction that have used age

as an independent causal variable have al I suggested a positive rela-

tionship between them (Cotrn,1979; Herzberg, 1957¡ Saleh and 0tis, 1964;

Shwab and Heneman, 1977) .

1s P. t48, l'leier and Kerr (.|976).
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l.leier and Kerr (1976) report that older urorkers are, on the whole,

less likely to be absent from work than younger workers. ln fact, they

quote a U.S. Department of Labor study that showed that in every age

group above !0 years, workers lost fewer scheduled work days than those

in any age group below !0 years.

A 1972 study of supervisors' perceptions of 4,000 New York State em-

ployees between the ages of 65 and 70 is reported in Fleisher and Kaplan

(1980) . Ì,Jhen asked to compare younger workers and these older workers

in terms of absenteeism, punctual ity, job-related injury, and overal I

performance, supervisors rated the oìder workers as equal to or better

than younger workers in each area.

Shkop (1980) concludes that the results of most studies on the rela-

tionship between work and aging tend to refute the myth that performance

dec I i nes wi th age. Thus,

any mandatory retirement pol icy based on age alone, with the
assumption that performance uniformly decìines in later years,
is a policy based on a false assumption and can lead to a loss
of va I uab I e human resources. r 6

Pati and Jacobs (1979) reported on a survey of 152 U.S. manufacturers

and revealed a shortage in skilled labour as a result of mandatory re-

tirement. This shortage has forced management to fill skilled positions

with unskilled labour, and has resulted in reduced production, increased

overtime, increased costs, reduced business, and lower product qual ity.

r6 P. 52, Shkop (1980).
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Shkop believes that the common denominator to all arguments of pro-

mandatory retirement is that they assess therrpros of retirement in com-

parison to the cons of only one alternativerr,rr that is the continuation

of the same job on the same time schedule. The poss¡bilities of job and

time-schedule modif ications deemphasize the arguments of pro-mandatory

reti rement advocates.

Basical ly, this section has attempted to i I lustrate that workers in

their sixties are not less competent than younger workers. lt also was

intended to illustrate that, on the whole, older workers are capable of

adjusting to different work schedules and different work assignments.

Chapter J documents Swedish experience with gradual retirement that ver-

ifies this contention.

One point that has not largely been considered here is that declines

in worktime may actually increase the average prdductivity of the older

worker. By foregoing those hours in which average productivity de-

cl ines, for a specified work scheduìe a workerrs time-specific produc-

tivity should increase. The next sect¡on of this paper considers the

positive effects on production and the workplace as a result of flexi-

bility in working hours.

L7 P" 56, Shkop (1980).
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2.6 ['lPL r CAT r oNS OF A GRADUAL RETIRET'IENT PROGRAT'I ON THE DEI'IAND FOR

LABOUR

The introduction of a phased retirement program for el igible workers

would create conditions which may be compared with a situation in which

workers are employed on a permanent part-time work schedule. According-

ly, information on the latter alternative can be used, h,ith some reser-

vations, to analyze the impl ications of a reduced workweek for workers

who wish to retire gradual ly.

Permanent part-time work which entai ls a work scheduìe which is nei-

ther interm¡ttent nor casual, but regular and voluntary, has attracted

much ¡nterest in recent years. Three immediate impl ications of this al-

ternative are: (l) tlhat are the effects on the firm or employer? (2)

l.Jhat are the effects on the personal needs of workers? and (3) How can

confl icting interests be rational ized? 0n the basis of these questions

hre can begin to examine the conditions of permanent part-time employ-

ment, and indirectly, the conditions of work under a regime of phased

ret i rement.

Permanent part-time employment may be scheduled by two methods: (l)

part-day employment, or (2) full-day, part-r^Jeek or part-month. ln a

survey of organizations in the United States using part-time employment'

Nol len and l¡lartin (1978) found that 752 of the respondentsr most common

work method vúas part-day employment. The Commission of lnquiry into

Part-Time Work in Canada (lg8¡) found that the most common schedule for

part-time employment l^ras also part-day, f ul l-week.
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It is commonly believed that part-day full-week employment is gener'

al ly more effic¡ent than other part-time work alternatives. Organiza-

tional problems can result when workers are not avai lable on a day-to-

day basis. Lines of communication between co-workers, and more serious-

ly, between levels wi thin the organization can be damaged ¡f immediate

consultation is not possibìe. Disruptive influences on production with-

in an organization is usual ly cited as the greatest fear of aìternate

types of part-time employment.ls

Schedul ing of work assignments, r,rhile still an associated problem of

part-time employment in the minds of some employers, has been seen to be

effectively non-problematic in the job-sharing employment model. The

division of a full-t¡me job slot into two part-time positions can be ac-

complished in several ways: (l) One person may work mornings and the

other afternoons, (2) One may work l4onday through Wednesday and the oth-

er Thursday and Friday (or some combination of days), and (3) One may

work one week and the other the next.

Job-sharing requires that the two workers be effective in coordinat-

ing their activities, as wel I as ma¡nta¡ning a spirit of cooperation"

Personal reasons for sharing a job, or of accepting any permanent part-

time employment voluntari ly are plentiful and obvious" Fami ly responsi-

bilities, educational upgrading, the desire for more ìeisure, or the de-

sire to focus more of oners efforts on other special projects can be

cited"

t8 Gained from personal interviews with employers.
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Table 2.6 i I lustrates not only some of the substantial benefits that

could accrue to employers using permanent part-time employment in the

organization, but also shows that some of the problem areas envisaged

under such a scheme may not be too severe. Some of the more obvious

benefits include higher or constant productivity among 95? of respon-

dents, ìower or constant tardiness levels among lf?, and lov,,er or con-

stant fatigue levels among 992.

The Toronto Board of Education (1977) reported that in a survey of

supervisory personnel at the Board, increased morale among workers was

frequently mentioned as a direct benefit of the availability of part-

time work. lt is expected that employees' morale would increase if

their occupations were better suited to their taìents and desires. The

reduction of monotony of a particular job (in this case, simply the re-

duction of hours spent at the job) could enhance the morale of willing

part-time employees according to the Board.

From Table 2.6 one can also see the surveyed organizationst responses

to some of the disadvantages of permanent part-time work. However, it

is noticeable that of these communication and management aspects, the

range of respondents who claim changes for the worse is only l8-38U.

Effects on organization costs are simi larly unsubstantial. In fact,

respondents judged unit Iabour costs, straight wage costs, overtime

costs, and fringe benefit costs as significantly improved as a result of

part-time employment.
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Table 2.6

Effects of Permanent Part-Time Employment on the Organization:
Exper i ences of 460 Users, U. S. , 1977 .

Nature of Effects

Effects on Job Performance

Productivity
Tur nover
Absentee i sm

Tard i ness
Fat i gue

Effects on Communication

Changes Attributed to Part-Time
(? of al I users)

Better No Change

Emp I oyment

Worse

62
l+0

\7
39
59

33
4l
\7
56
4o

5
9
6

5
I

6

3
2

r9
39
17
t4
33

I nterna I

Exter na I

Communication
Communication

Etleç_lg on l,tanaqement Aspects

Coverage of l.lork Situations
Employee Schedul i ng
Work Schedul i ng
Diff ¡culty of l,lanagement Job

Effects on Costs

Unit Labor Costs of Production
Straight l.rage Costs
0vertime Costs
Fringe Benefit Costs
Personnel Administration Costs
Recru¡ting
Ëquipment and Faci I it¡es eosts
Training

Effects on Workers, Customers,
Suppl iers and the Publ ic

59
76

35
l8

56
35
4r
t4

35
30
38

6
6

52
58
6g
57
16
u6
15
12

\2
39
29
25
u5
37
71
55

2222
30
29
48

3
0
I
4

6
I
9
2

Relationship with
Relationship with
Relationship with
Publ ic Relations

Emp I oyees
Customers
Suppl i ers

3r
12

3
24

5
7I
7

Source: P" 15,
Alternative l.lork. Schedules, Nol len and l'lartin (te78).
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The reduction in unit labour costs is not surprising considering that

straight wage, overtime, and fringe benefit costs have all been reduced,

and that productivity was shown to increase in the majority of respond-

ing organizations. The use of part-time workers in peak production

times is surely the primary reason that overtime costs have decreased in

692 of the organizations. The reduction in straight wage costs could

result from a more efficient matchup of workforce and workload, and/or

some degree of wage discrimination against part-time workers. Nol len

and t'lartin (1978) speculate that wage discrimination in this case may

more I ikely take the form of occupational discrimination: part-time

workers get less responsible, less productive jobs than the¡r full-time

counterparts.

The cost of fringe benefits among organizations in this study make a

very interesting and topical point. Recently, both the Commission of

lnquiry into Part-Time l.lork and the llanitoba Pension Review Committee

recommended that part-time workers shouìd be included in all fringe ben-

efit and pension plans on a prorated basis where an employer offers

these same benefits to ful l-time workers. Nol ìen and ilartin f¡nd that

among l9Z of respondents, fringe benefit costs were higher as if ben-

efits þrere appl ied equal ly to both part-time and ful I-time workers. ln

2$Z of these cases, fringe benefit costs showed no change, ãS would be

the case where benefits are prorated. Among 572 of respondents fringe

benefit costs were reduced, suggesting that benefits available to all

full-time employees were simply not provided to part-time workers"

These figures have implications for workers who would be eligible for

phased retirement. Concern has been voiced that reduced worktime will
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pensions, thus disrupting the or-

is a problem requiring further ac-

Two things become obvious from the preceding examination: (l) per-

sonnel administration costs could rise, and (2) positions of equity be-

tween employers, ful l-time, and part-time empìoyees could change wi thin

the organization depending upon the distribution of costs and benefits.

lncreased paperwork and calculations resulting from varied work patterns

within an organization will be expected to have some impact on adminis-

trat ion costs. Nol I en and l'lart in's survey reports that 392 of respond-

ing employers reported increased personnel administration costs directly

attributable to the existence of permanent part-time employment within

the organization. lt is these costs and others that raise concerns of

equ i ty.

lntuitively, one would expect that certain occupational types and

certain industry types would be better suited to the use of part-time

employment than others. The findings of the Commission of lnquiry into

Part-Time Work in Canada indicate that part-time workers are highly con-

eentrated withiR a very few industries. lt is est¡mated that 752 of

part-time workers in Canada find work in wholesale or retail trade or

community, business, and personal services. The nature of trade and

servìce industries al ìows for greater use of this employment alternative

simply because production is not as structured or integrated as in pri-

mary industries" For example, one good sales clerk may easi ly sustitute

for another without a marked change in output"
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As mentioned at the outset of this section, analysis has been prima-

r i ly based on part-t¡me employment s imply because detai led observations

on phased retirement are unavai lable, The simi larity though is obvious

when examining costs and benefits.

0n the benefit side, programs which aìlow for flexibility in worktime

have been found to maintain or increase productivity, and maintain or

lower levels of absenteeism, tardiness, and fatigue. The strength of

these gains in terms of physical production is conjectural, but certain-

ly there is a value in increased empìoyee morale.

Other benefits are also notable. 0lder workers who desire to reduce

their worktime would have that option. Benefits to society may also ac-

crue if abrupt transitions from work to retirement could be eased. A

positive impact on health and social costs could result from the appli-

cation of this retirement alternative.

0n the cost side of the ledger, recall the effects on fringe ben-

efits, personnel administration, and other management aspects. Whi le ¡t

is expected that the introduction of the phased retirement program may

undoubtedìy increase some of these associated costs, it has been found

that many employers who use part-time employment feel that these costs

are not detrimental.

The real effect upon labour demand by a firm is not easy to deter-

mine. Swank (1982) found that among European firms using gradual re-

tirement, in many cases total man-hours of labour employed has decreased

as a result of the implementation of this program. This could result

from a number of factors, the most obvious being that the reduced Iabour
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input was replaced by capital goods. Another possible reason for the

shortfall could be that some workers had become redundant, but their po-

si tions could not have been el imi nated because of union pressures.

I,Jhatever the reason for the decrease in labour usage, one of the most

significant results of gradual retirement in advance of normal retire-

ment has been the replacement of most of the lost man-hours by young (or

new) workers. Not only does the gradual retirement program encourage

the hiring of new workers, but because the oìder workers are still em-

ployed on a part-time basis, they are available to train the new ent-

rants for the latters'job duties. The next chapter details some actual

exper i ence wi th graduaì ret i rement.



Chapter I I I

I NTERNAT I ONAL EXPER I ENCE t^, I TH GRADUAL RET I RE}lENT

3 I RET I REI'IENT PRoGRAI'IS AND P0L lc I ES lN SlrlEDEN

The general pension scheme in Sweden is comprised of a basic old-age

pension and a supporting pension (ATP) based on earned income. The ba-

sic rule of the ATP is that this pension is payable to any person at age

65 with at least three years of pensionable earnings. Pensions are com-

puted according to average pensionable earnings over the best fifteen

earning years of the individual. The full pension corresponds to 60% of

th i s average.

Disability pensions are payable to injured persons aged l6 to 65, if

their working capacity is drastically reduced as a result of illness or

other impairment. ln the case of oìder persons, assessment of the ex-

tent of the disability focuses on their ability for continuing to earn

an income by the type of work which they had performed prior to the dis-

ability.

Gradual retirement in Sweden is a nation-wide program establ ished by

a legislative act in .l976. The Partial Pension lnsurance Act allows ae-

tively employed workers between the ages of 60 and 65 to reduce their

worktime in the years preceding full retírement if part-time employment

is available at the workplace. l.lorkers who participate in the voluntary

program will continue to receive remuneration for their time spent at

39
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also receive an employer-financed pension amounting to

lost as a resuìt of worktime reductions.

The pol icy was brought on stream in conjunction with an increased

flexibility in retirement age. The 1976 legislation also lowered the

normal retirement age from 67 to 65, and made allowances for workers to

take fulì retirement anytime between 60 and 65 (with prorated reductions

in pension benefits) and 65 and 70 (with increases in benefits).

Early receipt of the old-age pension is possible from age 60, full

pension payments being permanently reduced by 0.5"¿ for each month that

the pension is taken before age 61. Crona (.l98.|) reports that the early

retirement provision has had I ittle successr paFtly due to the sizable

reduction in pension benefits. Legislated earìy retirement has existed

in Sweden in some form since ì964, and the yearly number of early reti-

rees reached a peak of approximately 20,000 in 1970. Since 1970 the

number of early retirees has been decreasing and in ll80 less than

10,000 workers (2% of population between age 60 and 65) took advantage

of this program.

l.Jorkers who def er their pension receipts af ter the age ot 65 (to a

limit of age 70) receive an increase of 0.6% per month on their benefit,

It is reported that very few persons have taken advantage of this option

up to the year 1980 . Crona of f ers turo poss ib I e reasons f or th i s:

The most plausible explanation is that very few persons, aged
65 or more, can stay on the job or get a new job, because of
the situation on the labour market and because of existing
regulations. Trade unions have for a long time been fighting
for 65 years as the retiring age which may be another explana-
tion.re

1e P. 3, Crona (.l98ì).
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The Partial Pension lnsurance Act and its provisions were first pro-

posed by the Congress of the Swedish l,letal l,Jorkers Union in 1973. Con-

cerns that abrupt entry into retirement at some normative age created

serious social, psychological, and physiological problems prompted in-

roads into this area. Astrom (1978) believes that even a wide flexibil-

ity in choosing one's pension and retirement age ( i.g. between 60 and

70) still constitutes,

a fairìy blunt instrument which does not facilitate a succes-
sive adaptat¡on of the pension to the individual's working ca-
pacity. Aging is a process which varies according to each in-
dividual...2o

The arduous nature of many jobs in the metals industry and ¡ts deb¡l¡-

tating effect on older workers was also a concern in the development of

a concept of gradual withdrawal from the workforce (Swank, 1982).

Under the national plan that became law i n 1976, partial pension is

payable to workers aged 60 to 64 who are economical'ly active and reduce

their worktime. El igibi I ity is conditional upon the worker being gain-

fully employed for at least ten years after the age of \5, and for at

least five of the past twelve months before the appl ication is made.

There are also provisions for self-employed workers to receive a partial

pension while reducing their labour"

Another condition for receipt of the partial pension is that work in-

put must be reduced by a minimum average of five hours per week. Fur-

thermore, the new, reduced worktime must be at least five hours per week

lower than the standard work input in the occupational group. Within

this framework an employee must average at ìeast seventeen working-hours

2o P. \, Astrom (1978).



per week in part-time employment.

covers 5Ol of earnings lost as a

part-time empìoyment.

Before January I, l98l the compensation level

was 652 of the lost earnings. The Retrenchment
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Partial pension for these employees

result of the switch from full-t¡me to

of the partial pension

put forward by the

The partiaì pension cannot be drawn at the same time as either the

disabi I ity, base, oF supplementary pension. Acceptance of the partial

pension neither reduces the base pension nor the earnings-related sup-

plementary pension (ATP). tJhiìe the partial pension ceases at age 65, a

pensioner wishing to continue part-time employment may exchange his par-

tial pension for receipt of 1/2 of the old age pension (botn base and

ATP). The other half of the old-age pension is thus deferred to such

time as retirement is full, and its benefit wilì continue to increase at

the rate of 0.6"a per month of deferral.

lf at the same time a person working in part-time employment and re-

ceiving a partial pensíon should take up additional work, it is treated

as a sidel ine apart from his traditional employment. lf the sidel ine

has not been of a permanent nature ( i.g. ¡ t has been taken up i n con-

nection with the reduction in worktime at the regular job) the working

hours and resuì tant i ncome from the s i del i ne occupat i on are added to

working hours and income from the regular job in the assessment of the

partial pensíon. lf, however, the sidel ine occupation is of a permanent

nature, and is still increased in connection with the reduction in work-

time at the reguìar job, only the increase in hours and income is con-

sidered in the partial pension assessment"

B¡I I
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three-party non-socialist government of the day lowered the rate of com-

pensation to iOZ a" a means of stemming worker participation in the pro-

gram, and easing its accumulated deficit (Crona, l98l).

From 1976-80 the partial pension was tied to the consumer price index

as a means of safeguarding the benefits from inflation. Another reform

initiated in January, llSl was an undermining of the pension indexation

system. From that time al I national pensions (including the partial

pension) have been adjusted to a price index which excludes the effects

of energy costs and indirect taxes.

The partial pension scheme is administered by regional and local so-

cial insurance bodies under the supervision of the National Social ln-

surance Board. lt is the responsibiìity of the beneficiary of the par-

tial pension to notify the insurance body if:

l. the i ndividual takes up other work, i n addi t¡on to hi s part-time

emp I oyment;

2. work i ng hours i ncrease;

3. the individual gives up part-time employment;

4. working hours fall below the seventeen hour minimum;

5" there is an increase in employment income.2r

A person drawing a partial pension and wishing to further reduce his

worktime may apply for a readjustment of the pension ¡f his new schedule

can be accomodated by his employer. The worker is also free to increase

his worktime, or opt out of the partial retirement scheme at any time.

2r P" 7, Astrom (1978) 
"
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3.2 SWEDISH INTEREST IN PARTIAL RET I REI'IENT

A nationwide postal questionnaire conducted in Apri I 1976, shortly

before the phased retirement program's inception, revealed that about

,+O% of those surveyed were disposed to reducing their working hours and

col lecting a partial pension if they could find suitable part-time em'

ployment. \52 of those surveyed were not interested in exercising this

option and the remaining l5? were undecided"

Greater than 5096 of those interested in partial retirement stated

their wish of reducing their work hours from ful l-time (=40 hours per

week) to half-time (=20 hours per week). 0f those who stated their

preference for this particular reduction, the majority wouìd I ike it to

take the form of a reduction of full working days ( S.g. work alternate

days, longer weekends, etc.). The next most common preference was for

shorter daily hours (eg. 4 rather than I hours per day).

Persons were asked for reasons why they wished to take partial

tirement. The following are the most common responses:

ì. They wish to scale down their working hours and take

I ittle easier before ful I retirement;

2. They want more time to devote to other interests;

3. Their health is failing;

4. Their present work environment is too tiring.22

re-

things a

22 P. I I , Astrom (1978) .
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Among those persons not interested in partial retirement, the most com-

mon reasons given are that they are happy ¡n the¡r present employment

ol'r

that they feel that they should work full-time and fend for
themselves economical ly for as long as possible.23

To compare these expectations with reality, and in order to detail

the effects of partial retirement on individuals, personal interviews

were conducted with 730 persons in the spring of 1979" Through this

process, three groups all between age 62 and 64 brere seperated (partial

pensioners, disabi I i ty pensioners, and ful l-time employees) , and the

survey results for these groups were compared.

Since the implementation of the program precedes the 1979 survey by

less than three years, it is difficult to ascertain specific effects of

partial retirement on individuals. However Crona (lg8l) finds that the

overall effect appears to be mainly positive and implies greater weìfare

for individuals. The survey results could not establ ish any serious

negative effects.

Registered absence due to illness appears to have had a relative de-

cline among the group of partial pensioners, while it rose among full-

time workers" The latter group also experienced a larger share of long-

term absence due to sickness. ln response to a subjective question on

health, a large proportion of partial pensioners felt that their health

had improved, they hrere more rested, and the performance of their duties

at work had improved"

z3 P. I t, Astrom (t978) .



Partial pensioners are certainly the most active group of

where recreation is concerned. As a group, they have also

their social ization more than the others during the period.
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the three

i ncreased

The loss of net income associated with the reduction of working hours

and the acceptance of a partial pension was judged imperceptible to most

in the sense of entai I ing a noticeable change in household expenditure.

0f course, these results are predicated on the 65? compensation rate in

place before January 198.l. The next section of this chapter reveals

that the shift to a 50? compensation rate provides a more serious change

in net income, and in fact has resulted in a decline in program part¡c¡-

pat i on.

Partial pensioners appear to be content with their I ives before re-

tirement. 0nly 6Z of the group are worried about full retirement, and

8O?6 bel ieve that their period of partial retirement wi I I faci I itate

thei r trans i t i on from work to ret i rement. Crona wr i tes:

Both material ly and mental ly, partial pensioners are best
s i tuated pr i or to ful I ret i rement, and they therefore seem
I ikely to cope with ful I retirement better than [tne Oisabi I i-
ty pension group and the full-time employee group"]2.

3 "3 PRQGB!I_9 0F PART I AL RET I RE}IENT I N SWEDEN

Participation rates in the Swedish partial pension plan reveal that

many older workers find gradual retirement attractive. Table J.l i I lus-

trates the growth of participation in the scheme since its inception"

The total number of partial pensioners increased steadily through 1980.

A substantial jump in the number of partial pensioners oeeurred in De-

24 P" 19, Crona (1981) 
"
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cember 1980, and is attributed to the last chance of workers to take ad-

vantage of a pension wi th a 659é replacement rate. Subsequent monthly

participation levels, whi le decl ining sl ightly, show that the program

enrollment may be stabilizing. Swank (1982) states:

Not only is the entry of new pensioners now balanced by the
exit of ret¡ring participants, but the reduced benefits may be
deterr i ng some new appl i cants.2 s

0f course, the reduced interest in the plan will also be associated with

reduced benefit increases resulting from the pension index adjustment"

Vlhen the plan came into force in 1976, there were about 480,000 per-

sons aged 6O-64 in Sweden. Crona (1980) reports that this figure has

not changed appreciably in the fol lowing years. Just over half of the

menbers of this age group were counted as participants in the labour

force. 7\Z of men aged 60-64 were members of the labour force, compared

to 38% of women.

0f the approximately 260,000 persons aged 60-6\ in the Swedish labour

force, about 200,000 persons were el i gibl e for the parti al pens ion.

l,lost of the exclusions did not meet the el igibil ity criterion described

earlier. l'len constitute about 7OZ of persons et igible for part¡al pen-

sion; women account for approximately 3OZ.

With the exception of the manufacturing industries (where the propor-

tion is greater), the occupational breakdown of persons eligible for

partial pension is almost undifferentiable from that of the population

as a whole. Almost half (43.52) of male partial pensioners in l98l are

employed in manufacturing. Since h,omen represent such a sizable propor-

25 P. l60, Swank (1982).
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tion of the partial pensioner group, we shal I examine the distribution

of partial pensioners of both sexes across industries. 0n this basis,

36.12 of all partial pensioners are employed in the manufacturing indus-

tries. Other sectors report the fol lowing distribution: Administration

and Services (3o.92), Commercial (13.52), Construction (5.72), Communi-

cations (2.O2), Agriculture (l.t+U), Electricity, Gas, and Water (0.49),

l'lining and Quarrying (0..l2) , and 0ther 19.8%) ,

I t is not surprising that the industries displaying the highest par-

tial pension uti I ization are those in which the predominant occupations

are those that can most easi ly accomodate part-time workers. This ap-

pears to be verified by the Report of the Commission of lnquiry into

Part-Time Work in Canada (lg8l) " That study reported that about 752 of

part-time workers in Canada were employed in the Commercial and Service

industr ies. l.lh i I e the manuf actur ing industry in Canada accounts f or

only 4.82 of part-time workers, the Commission believes that this is due

to a high level of unionization in the industry, and not physical struc-

ture probl ems.2 6

" P. 59, Commission of lnquiry into Part-Time Work (lg8l).
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Table 3" I
Partial Pensions in December of Years

Number of Partial Women, percent
Year Pens i oner s of Total

1976 14,560 3OZ

1977 31,509 3oz

1978 4l,gt3 3o",4

1g7g 48,653 3tZ

rgSo 67,837 3tZ

r98r 6\,6\1 332

Source: National Social lnsurance Board, Sweden
Statistical !9pË,Ñ'. lgEz:a

Tab I e 3.2

Partial Pensions, % of
Persons Eì iqible

7z

t2z

t6Z

222

272

2\z

Partial Pensioners in December 1976-81
by Working Hours Before Reduction (Percentages)

Working Hours
per Week

Before Reduction I q76 lglf
[tlen and l.Jomenl

r 97t

0.4

1.6

3.¿t

r 2.0

80.4

2"3

1979

0.4

1.6

3.5

ì2.8

79.6

2.1

I q80_
_!981

0.4

1"7

3"9

13"9

7 5.1

5.0

22-2\

25-29

30-3l{

35-39

40

>40

0.3

1"7

3.6

9"2

82.8

2"\

0"3

Ll+

3.3

10.9

8l .7

2.3

0.4

I "6

3.6

t3.l

77 "0

4"3

t00 100 t00 100 100 t00

Souree: National Social lnsurance Board, Sweden
Statistical Report
G. D8-2 s 4-
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The significance of this aside is that the apparent disparity between

proportions of part-time work in an industry with and without a partial

pension program is probably caused by an institutional factor, i,e. un-

ionization. Swedish experience appears to indicate that part-time work

in manufacturing is quite feasible (see section 3.5). 0f course, this

is predicated on union understanding that this program of part-time em-

ployment is designed for the benefit of older employees who desire ¡t.

The Swedish National Sociaì lnsurance Board (.l982) provides some in-

teresting statistical detai ls concerning the v'lorking-hours of partial

pensioners before and after thei r reductions. Table 3.2 ¡ I lustrates the

distribution of working-hours of partial pensioners before reduction,

revealing that the 40 hour work week is the basic standard in the Swed-

i sh economy.

The substantial rise in the proport¡on of partiaì pensioners with

pre-reduction working hours greater than 40 in ll80 and l98l is undoubt-

edly attributable to the inclusion of the self-employed as workers el i-

gible for the partial pension as of January l, 1980. lt is documented

that upwards of 342 of the self-employed partial pensioRers had working

hours of >40 before their reductions. That is, over 600 seìf-employed

partial pensioners in Sweden had pre-reduction hours of >40, compared to

a I ittle over 1000 employees.
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Table 3.3
Partiaì Pensioners in December 1976-8.l

by I.Jorking Hours After Reduction (Percentages)

I.lork ing Hours
per Week

Af ter
ïr."

1976 1977

88 .0

5.6

6.0

0.4

I 979

88 .¡

5.1

6.r

0.3

I q7g

88.2

4.6

6.\

0.3

r 980

88.¡

\.5

7.0

0.3

Iq8tReduc t i on
and women]

17 -2\

25-29

30-34

>34

87 .o

6.5

6.0

0.1+

8s.l

4.8

9.r

0.4

I00 100 100 t 00 t 00 ]00

Source: National Social lnsurance Board, Sweden
Statistical Report
N* 198-f

Table J.l provides a time-series i I lustrating the proportions of par-

tial pensioners by levels of working-hours after reductions. tleekly

working-hours of 17-21+ (approximately half-time) appears to be the most

popular level of hours in partial retirement. The slight decline in the

proportion of partial pensioners in this range over the period 1980-81

(and the slight increase in the popularity of the 25-29 hour range) is

again due to the inclusion of the self-employed. Only 4.\Z of employees

w¡th a partial pension have post-reduction weekly hours of 25-29 in

l98l ¡ 14.1+Z of the self -employed partial pensioners work at this level"

Crona (1981) has documented that only 3Z of partial pensioners reduce

thei r work i ng hours more than once before they become ful I y ret i red 
"
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The significance of this point has been strangely ignored in the few

avai lable analyses of the Swedish plan. One questions whether the prom-

inent 50% reduction in working hours represents a local welfare maximum

in the income/leisure mix, or whether it has predominated for institu-

tional reasons. The latter point appears to be more rational.

While the indication of a bias toward half-time employment exists, it

is not clear if this bias is instigated (and supported) by employers

and/or government. The relative ease to the employer of having to

structure the production environment for a particular older worker only

once could be a mitigating factor ¡n this regard. Also, the simplicity

of pension and other benefit calculation when continuous changes of em-

ployment-hours do not prevai I may also simpl ify governmentrs programming

effor ts .

It is interesting to note the prevalent work schedules that are used

by partial pensioners. ln l98l the breakdown for employees was as fol-

lows: shorter days (16.lU), fewer days per week (40.8U), work every odd

week (29.72), work every odd month (1.22), and other schedules (ì2.|U).

The distribution of working hours among alternative work schedules for

self -employed part¡al pensioners was as fol lows: shorter days (56.1.+Z),

f ewer days per week (2\.32), v,,ork every odd week 17.\Z), work every odd

month (1.3U), and other schedules (.l0"52) .

The major difference between work schedules of employees and the

self-employed exists for an obvious reason. lntuitively, ÌÁre hrould su-

spect that shorter days would be the most popular option for self-em*

ployed persons. A self-employed person must make himself avai lable for
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manner that least detracts from the avai labi I ity of his

lf there is any particular significance to the choices of work sched-

ules by employees, it is probably that the diversity in different sched-

ulesrpopuìarity reveals that older workers have individual preferences

toward time spent at work. Allowing an older worker to work at the

schedule that best suits him can only increase his own welfare, but may

also increase the value of the time spent at work.

As mentioned earl ier, participation in the plan increased steadi ly

t¡ll the program revisions in January 1981. The effects of the lowering

of the pension replacement rate fron 659é to 50% in terms of its impact

on an individualrs income is illustrated in Table 3.4. What these fig-

ures show is the serious economic consequences of the reduction in the

compensation rate. lt is clear that a decl ine in replacement levels

from 84-90% of after-tax income to 77-8\Z would result in a decì ine in

interest in the program (see Table 3..|). As mentioned earlier, the de-

cl ine in particÌpation after January 198ì is clearly an effect of both

the reduction in compensation rates and the index revision. The effects

of each component remain unknown.

Another interesting point brought forward by Table 3.4 is that

financial costs of participation to the individual vary depending on

come leveìs. Swank (1982) states:

Not only are repìacement levels greater for those in higher-
income brackets (up to a benefit eeiling) under the partial
pension plan, but reductions in benefit replacement levels
are more eostly to blue-col lar workers than to their white-
eolìar and managerial counterparts who have access to other

the

in-
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pension sources.2?

The disparity in benefit leveìs appears to be simply a function of the

progressivity of the tax system. Swank reminds the reader of Cronars

(1981) survey which found that the majority of partial pensioners found

their loss of net income "imperceptible"r hrith a 652 replacement ìevel

parti aì pens ion.

27 P" 162, Swank (t982) .
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Table 3.4
Comparison of Before and After-Tax lncome Between

Full-Time and Half-Time Workers with the
Partial Pension (Swedish Krona)

S Replacement

lncome of a Half-Time Worker
with Partiaì Pension

lncome of a Full-Time
I,lor ke r

Before Tax After Tax Work lncome Partial Pension

40, ooo
50,000
60, ooo
7 5,OO0

l 00,0oo

2g,400
36, ooo
4t,5oo
48, 2oo
57,200

20,000
25,000
30,000
37,500
50,000

I 0,000
t 2,500
1 5,000
1 8, 750
25,000

Combined Earnings of
Part i al Pens i oner

Before Tax After Tax

Percent of Full-Time lncome
After Taxes

(z)

77 .9
77 .2
79.5
82.2
84. 3

00
00
00
00
00

0

5
0

3
0

30
37
\5,
56,
75,

22,9O0
27,8oo
33,000
39,600
48,200
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I ncome of a
l,Jor ker

Before Tax

40, ooo
50,000
60, ooo
75,000

.l 00,000

!fi Replacement

Full-Time lncome of a Half-Time Worker
with Partial Pension

After Tax Work lncome Partial Pension

r3
t6
r9
2\
32

29
36
4t
48
57

,400
,000
,500
,200
,200

20,000
25,000
30,000
37 ,5oO
50,000

,000
,25o
,500
,375
,500

Combined Earnings of
Partial Pensioner

Before Tax After Tax

Percent of Fulì-Time lncome
After Taxes

(z)

33,0oo
\1,250
\9,500
61,875
8z,5oo

,880
,320
,640
,690
,560

84.6
8\.2
8s.g
88.6
90. I

2\
30
35
\2
5r

Source: Adapted from Table 8,
Phased Retirement: The European Expe¡€¡çe
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3.\ EtlPLoYER PERSPECT I VES 0N cRADUAL RET I REt4ENT

þJhi le the Swedish Employerrs Confederation preferred the concept of

gradual reti rement and partial pension implemented through col lective

bargaining, they have supported the development of the program since its

legislative inception. Some analysts have reported that the phased re-

tirement scheme offered management a means of reducing personnel during

difficult economic times in the latter half of the 1970s (Crona, l98l;

Swank, 1982). Crona has also suggested that employers have accepted

gradual retirement as a less costly alternative to paying higher dis-

ab i I i ty benef i ts to o I der workers .

The i mpl ementat i on and consequences of part i a I ret i rement at the

workplace was examined in a set of 28 case studies of management in

1977.'" The studies revealed that accomodating older workers into a

part-time schedule involved few problems. Less than 1% of appl ications

for part-time employment and a partial pension were denied.

Another point of interest revealed in the studies is that approx¡-

mately half of the working hours ìost by these reductions were not made

up for. The reasons that were given include a poor state of trade, ra-

tional ization of production, computerization, and the closing of units

within the firms. ln fact, firms not making up these reductions were

found to usually belong to the commodity-producing sector, have a large

proportion of employees aged 60-64, and have made other recent personnel

cuts,

2A Reported in Crona (1980).
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The workplace survey indicates that partial retirement is twice as

common among male manual workers as among male salaried staff. However,

in .l982 the Swedish Trade Union Confederation (10) reported that many

chief admin¡strative officers and managers are now taking the partial

pension, and finding it very adaptable (Swank, 1982). The Swedish Em-

ployers Confederation has also put forward its position that future in-

creases in the planrs participation wi I I be among white-col lar workers.

The Swedish partial pension program is financed by a payroll tax lev*

ied on employers. Based on initial estimates of a worker participation

rate of lO-152 of those el igible, an annual employer payrol I tax of

0"252 of all wages and salaries was deemed sufficient for the fundrs fi-

nancing. However, the popuìarity of the program was seriously underes-

timated as evidenced by monthly participation rates of J09f+ in I980 and

1981. The high uti I ization of the program resulted in an accumulated

deficit of 490 milìion Swedish Crona for the partial pension fund by the

end of 1979.

ln response to this fiscal situation, the payrol I tax was increased

to 0.50? in 1980, doubling the direct costs of the program to employers.

However, the continued high participation rate resulted in the partial

pension fund's deficit rising to 780 million Swedish Crona by the end of

tgSl.

. According to a l98l Swedish Employers Confederation report, any sig-

nificant future rise in program participation wi I I render the higher

contribution rate insufficient by the mid-1980s. The Confederation does

bel ieve that the recent revisions of the part¡al pensionrs compensation
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help reduce program costs significant-

3.5 CASE STUD I ES OF THREE SWED I SH ORGAN I ZATI ONS

The analysis that follows is drawn from case studies of phased re-

tirement conducted by the National Council For Alternative Work Patterns

in 'l981. The material here is adapted from Swank (1982).

Volvo is the largest company in Sweden with 62,000 workers employed

directly and indirectly, and as such has always been important in the

development of publ ic pol icy, particularly wi th regard to the labour

force.

The partial pension plan has proved relatively easy to implement at

Volvo according to company officials. Schedul ing was found to present

l¡ttle problem since the company had much previous experience with part-

time workers and alternative work schedules. Shop foremen bear the re-

spons¡b¡ I ity of ensuring that workflows are not interrupted due to em-

ployee absence. They accomplish this through the use of alternate

workers from the plant's reserve pool of employees.

Accomodations for phased reti rement have been undertaken largely

through job-sharing ( i.S, half-time) work schedule. This lends cre-

dence to an earl ier hypothesis concerning an institutional barrier to a

"truet' phased retirement.
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Volvo officials have ì imited the max¡mum amount of continuous time a

partial pensioner may spend away from work to two weeks, ostensibly to

maintain the programrs focus on a gradual transit¡on to retirement.

However, they state that this limitation allows managers better control

over planning and communications within the firm. Swank has recorded:

When the leave is too long, ne¡ther pensioner nor company ben-
efit; and when the leave is too short, êDployees do nst fully
experience the increased leisure time they must adjust to in
retirement, and the schedul ing problems for the plant increase
because pensioner slots must be fi I led for very brief periods.
But as Vice-President for Personnel Sigvard Hoggren observed,
'We have learned that [the partial pension scheme] can exist
i n rather structured work-hour pl ants' . 2 e

Volvo officials note that by age 60, factory personnel are no longer

required to work on the more strenuousr rnâin assembìy I ine, but rather

on work groups off-l ine. This is one factor that eases managersr ad-

justments of work assignments within a factory. Another is that Volvo

uti I izes extensive job rotation to rel ieve employee boredom and/or

strain and train them in a var¡ety of tasks. This also enables other

workers to replace absent partial pensioners.

l,lhite-col lar workers at Volvo have also taken advantage of the par-

tial pension program, but in I imited numbers. Volvo officials bel ieve

that this is due to supervisorsr inabi I ity to function wel I in a job-

sharing situation. They believe that workers resent taking directions

f rom tv'ro dif ferent managersr âñd if these managers fail to communicate

effectively with each other, problems with workers will be aggravated.

29 P. 167-68, Swank (1982).
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The financiaì costs and benefits of the partiaì pension program at

Volvo have not been preciseìy calculated. Officials note that adminis-

tration costs of the program are offset by perceived declines in absen-

teeism among workers who have a variety of work schedules to choose

from. They also appear unconcerned about the costs, stating that the

benefits of inereased job satisfaetion among employees is immeasurable.

Satisfaction with the program, they beì ieve, is excel lent since no par-

tial pensioners have ever returned to a full-time schedule, even though

¡t is an opt¡on open to all.

1.14. Ericsson is a major manufacturer of electronic equipment employ-

ing nearly 20,000 workers. Both labour and management bel ieve that par-

tial pensioners as well as the company benefit from the phased retire-

ment plan.. 0fficials at Ericsson relayed that reduction in working time

by older employees helped the company trim its workforce during the 1977

recession, staving off serious layoffs.

Persons interested in the partial pension make their requests to

their supervisor at the workplace. Together, they review the workflow

needs of the work unit and attempt to put forward a part-time schedule

that is compatible with these needs. The company reserves the right to

revise an employeers duties in order to ensure a smooth pattern of work

and communication" lt is reported that many executives and managers

taking up a partial pension voluntari ly move to less-demanding positions

if it is felt that their part¡cular position requires a ful l-time work

comm i ttment.
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0nce participants and their supervisors have worked out an accomodat-

ing schedule, a 6-month trial period is instigated. lf no problems

arise for the pensioner and the company, the work schedule and work as-

signment become permanent for the duration of the phasing period. While

changes in both are available at 6-month intervals,

Changes are very infrequent (only j% of the employees alter
their schedule upon completion of the trial period), suggest-
ing that the time spent by the participant and supervisor in
setting up the individuaì benefit program is wel I used.3o

Among employees at the Stockholm plant of 1.11. Ericsson, \82 of eli-

gible white-coìlar and 552 of el igible blue-col Iar workers r^,ere partici-

pating in the partial pension plan in t{ay .l981. 
Company officials state

that 60% of participants can reduce their worktime without requiring a

shift or change in job level and duties. Program enroìlees who did not

change positions despite their reduced hours, nob, also function in a

training role.

Company officials beì ieve that increasing participation in the par-

tial pension program wi I I necessitate further adjustments in the pension

replacement rate and payrolì contributions. The Personnel Director of

Ericsson believes that the costs to the employer of the partial pension

program is well within reasonable I imits.

Huddinge University Hospital is a major teaching hospital employing

6,000 staff, including /00 employees on call to replace workers absent

due to illness, child care, education, or phased retirement leave. Hos-

pital staff that are eligible for phased retirement follow a policy of

3o P. l8l, Swank (.l982).
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impl ementat ion s imi Iar to that of 1.14. Er icsson. Together wi th their

supervisors, they review the employment needs of their sect¡on and form

an agreement on a reduced schedule that is mutually beneficial to both

employee and organization. lt is pointed out that the most popular work

schedule among nurses taking a partial pension is half-time. To faci I i-

tate controlled patient care on a daily basis their schedules are ar-

ranged so that they work full-days rather than part-days.

A very low participation rate in the partial pension program (3,3"¿ ot

el igible employees) is unexplained by hosp¡tal officials. lt has also

meant that ì ittle research has been undertaken regarding costs and ben-

efits of the program.

ln isolation program costs of partial pension (O.52 of organization

payrol l) are not seen as unreasonable by hospital officials. However,

these same officials" add that the hospital, being an extremeìy labour-

intensive industry, must pay social insurance taxes of l+5?ó of overall

wage and salary costs. They state that these cumulative costs have

passed what they term the rrbreaking pointrr for Swedish employers. Swank

wr i tes:

Changes in social policy are essential, according to hospital
officials, if costs are to be kept under control; but Huddinge
staff do not expect the partial pension plan to be altered
drastically in the process.3r

3r P. l90, Swank (1982).
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3.6 oTHER I NTERNAT I ONAL EXPER I ENCE I.J I TH GRADUAL RET I REI'IENT

Excluding Sweden, up unti I very recently Norway was the only other

country in the world to offer a legislated program of gradual retire-

ment. A pension reform in 1973 introduced a flexible retirement option

that permits workers aged 67'69, I,lishing to continue working on a part-

time basis, to claim a partial pension. Upon attaining the age of 67, a

Norwegian worker may either: (l) fully retire, (2) defer his retirement

ti ì I anytime up to age /0, increasing his subsequent pension by 0.752

per month of deferral, or (3) reduce his worktime and take out 1/\, l/2,

or 3/\ of his pension entitlement, the only stipulation being that the

pension plus any earned income cannot exceed 802 of former earnings.

Leif Haanes-Olsen (1976) has pointed out that one of the most impor-

tant characteristics of the partial pension reform is that ¡t distin-

guishes between ilpensionable ager¡ and "retirement age". The former is

the age (67) at which the old-age pension can be made available, and the

latter is the age (70) at which the worker may be required to leave the

labour force. Haanes-Olsen feels that this distinction al lows a safe-

guard to be built into law prohibiting the dismissal of a worker simply

on the grounds that he is a pensioner' A coincident law on employee

protection obliges the employer to seek work in the enterprise that is

suitable to the worker's age and his part-time work schedule"

As mentioned at the outset of this section, until recently Sweden and

Norway were the onìy countries offering legislated programs of phased

retirement. However, in September l98l the French goverRment announced

the creation of "solidarity contractsrras a means of fighting youth un-
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employment (Swank, 1982). These contracts allow firms who offer their

older employees a variety of early retirement options, and replace these

consequent vacancies withrrpriority job-seekersrr, partial or total ex-

emptions on employer social insurance taxes for a specified time.

One of these retirement options is a phased retirement plan which al-

lows workers aged 55-60 who agree to work on a haìf-time schedule, and

whose time reductions are covered by a "priority job-seekerrr, to receive

50% of their reguìar wages or salaries from their employer plus a gov-

ernment stipend of 30? of their regular pay. This particular policy ad-

justment has necessitated the readjustment of different private-sector

phased reti rement programs in France. Gi lette-France, one of the pio-

neers in the development of private sector phased retirement programs,

s impl y el imi nated i ts program i n I i ght of the French governmentrs ac-

t ion.

Employer-sponsored phased retirement programs were the actual pio-

neers in this field. An lnternational ltanaqement study in .l98ì reported

that of 896 European firms which responded to a survey concerning phased

retirement, I in 6 offers this type of retirement option" The National

Council for Alternative Work Patterns (NCAv,lP) identif ied 84 Europen

firms, excluding those based in Norway and Sweden, that offer phased re-

t i rement benef i ts.

The Nat i ona I 0l der I.Jorker I nf ormat ion Serv i ce (N0W I S) of the Un iver*

sity of Hichigan lists only 24 Ameriean firms offering phased retire-

ment. Swank (1982) offers a concise description of the I iterature at-
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to explain thetrtrans-Atlantic disparity".sz Foreman (1982) at-

the absence of phased retirement programs in North America to

rclassic resistence to change, combined with sheer laziness'
in spite of rclear evidence that the company itself stands to
gain in good wi I I and increased productivityt rs

Shkop and Shkop (1982) maintain that initiatives have been few because

employees have not indicated any desire for them, and unions have dis-

played no interest. Lyons (.l98ì) relates the scarcity of employer-spon-

sored phased retirement programs to,

a lack of information about older workersr preferences, admin-
istrative probìems, and an unwi I ì ingness to change employment
pol i c i es wi thout knowi ng the cost of such programs. . .3 4

While this paper does not offer an indepth review of corporate phased

ret i rement schemes, severa I sources for i nformat i on can be I i sted

(Swank, 1982; llcCarthy and Rosenberg, l98l; Long and Post, 198.l; N0trlS,

t983).

3, Swank (.1982) 
"

3, Foreman (1982).

t80, Lyons (1981) .

32 P"

33 P"

3¿ P"



Chapter I V

THE THEORY OF INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSFERS

Economic ìiterature concerning a "theoryrr of pensions has been far

from definitive. llost of the confusion in the field has resulted from a

misspecification of pensions and savings. A pension plan from which

payments come from capital accumulated either by the worker or on his

behalf is better termed a I'pure savings arrangementrr. An example of

this type would be the RRSP arrangement in which, to encourage private

saving for retirement, government offers individuals a deferral of taxes

during their working years. RRSPs are designed as a means of increasing

publ ic saving.

Pension plans, however, result from the social and economic fabric

relating the retired either with government or with their former employ-

ers. Asimakopulos (1980) defines pensions as:

regular payments arising from government legislation or from
employer plans that promise payments bearing some relation to
years of employment and salaries received; or payments pre-
seribed by ìegislation on the obtainment of a speeified age by
all individuals or by individuals whose income is considered
to be too lour.35

Pension payments may be financed in several ways: (l) taxes, (2)

contributions by employers and/or employees, or (3) accumulated savings

of the employer or government. Asimakopulos states that rather than the

method of finance, it is the nature of the payment that marks it as a

35 P. 7, Asimakopulos (1980).

-61 -
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pens r on:

Publ ic pensions are financed out of taxes --- i.e. they are
transfers. These taxes may be defined asrcontributionsrand
may be set at a leveì relative to benefits that produces a
pension fund --- that is, publ ic saving --- but this should
not be allowed to obscure the essential nature of public pen-
sion plans. tlhile they might provide a poì itically usef ul
disguise for an increase in tax rates to increase publ ic sav-
ing, in their pure form they should be recognized solely as a
means of effecting intergenerational transfers --- from work:
ers to the ret i red. 3 6

Seperating the savings and transfer aspects of a pension plan becomes

very important. lf pension plans are treated as savings plans, the

analysis tends to focus on the relationship between the present value of

contributions made by an individuaì and the present value of his expect-

ed future benefits. lf pension plans are treated as transfer arrange-

ments, analysis must focus on the reìative income positions of workers

and the retired in the specific time period in which the transfer is

made.

The Iatter approach is that favoured by AsimakopuIos and lleIdon,

whose col lective works have attempted to define a theory of pensions.s?

Their v¡ew stems from a concurrence with Lerner (1959) regarding Samuel-

son's (1958) pure consumption loans model. The model is one in which

private saving for retirement is impossible, so in order to consume in

retirement, an individuaì must arrange to lend to a younger person dur-

ing his working years. The repayment of this ìoan provides for consump-

tion during retirement. ln the three-period I ife used by Samuelson,

tiris Oictates that workers in the first period of their Iife must dis-

36 P" 8, Asimakopulos (1980).

See Bibl iography.37
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to I end to

third peri-

Samuelson examines a pure transfer scheme, but shows the transfer

from workers to the retired as workers' savings for their future. This

of course requires that loan arrangements between workers must continue

ad infinitum. Furthermore, it requires that certain knowledge of con-

stant conditions in the future must prevail. The socially optimal allo-

cation of consumption goods between workers and the retired can hold

only if the past rate of population growth (a constant n) can be main-

ta¡ ned forever.

Lerner criticized the model's specification of the social welfare op-

timum as being only the representative individualrs optimal pattern of

consumption through the different periods of his life, based on certain

knowìedge of the future. That is, the representative individual's in-

tertemporal uti I ¡ty function is used as societyrs social welfare func-

tion at a given point in time. Lerner defined the social welfare func-

tion as the optimal d¡stribution of income and consumption between

workers and the retired in the single period of production. ln this way

the arrangement between workers and the retired is simply a method of

income transfer, rather than a system of saving for retirement"

Asimakopulos (1980) notes that the majority of economic theorists, by

examining publ ic pension plans in the Samuelson framework, have confused

a transf er arrangement with a saving scheme" l,Jorks by Feldstein (1974)

and l,lunnel I (197Ð are the most noteworthy examples of this confusion.
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Both authors use I ife-cycle models in which individuals try to al locate

their íncomes over their I ifetimes to stabi I ize their consumption behav-

ior. This approach assumes that the introduction of a pension plan will

affect consumption possib¡ I ities during retirement, and thus wi I I affect

present consumption and saving decisions. That is, the approach not

only assumes that the present value of future pension wealth can be cal-

culated, but that ¡t is a major variable in the determination of current

consumpt i on expend i ture.

The model assumes that individuals can provide for future consumption

by saving while young, in an environment of full certainty. This prem-

ise not only ruìes out the fact that publ ic pensions are often a re-

sponse to already inadequate saving for retirement (Bryden, l97l+), but

also neglects the existence of any real-world market imperfections. The

time frame in question is simply too long for individuals to rationalize

present and future consumption decisions. Changes in legislation con-

cerning pension plans, in provisions of contributions and benefits, in

population, labour force, and eeonomic growth, and in relative prices

and productivities during an individualrs I ifetime noticeably constrain

the effect of examining pensions as savings.

Furthermore, the present value of future pension benefits is a poor

measure of wealth" ln addit¡on to its vaìue being very uncertain, fu-

ture pension benefits differ from other forms of wealth simply because

they cannot be traded in a market. Future pension benefits are nothing

more than pension promises, the¡r value being constrained by a multitude

of factors (mortal ity, inflation, etc"). An individual cannot borrow

capital against future publ ic pension payments, and cannot sel I these
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benef i ts to a th i rd party. t t

llodels which attempt to analyze individual I ifetime consumption be-

haviour with regards to future pension benefits are fraught with d¡ffi-

culty. They are analyses made on the basis of certainty in an obviously

uncertain world. As previously mentioned, the approach in which pension

contributions are treated as individualsrsavings provides a very con-

strained analysis. l4oreso, it involves a misspecif ication of the pre-

vai I ing (current) social welfare function by tying current pension pol i-

cy to an unknown future.

ln their collective works on the theory of pensions, Asimakopulos and

lleldon return to the definition of future pension benefits as nothing

more than pension promises. Public pension plans are the result of the

appl ication of social welfare functions to current economic cond¡t¡ons

hrith¡n the society. ln this soc¡ety government is the agency which has

the potential to redistribute the command over goods from one group of

the society to another. From al I possible redistributions society

chooses its preference, a partieular social welfare function:

The social welfare function that is being appl ied is the gov-
ernment's own, but its content is very much dependent, in a
democrat i c soc i ety, oh the governmeRtr s percept i on of the
views of important segments of the community.t'

38 Browning (1973) extends the proposal of Buchanan (f968) regarding the
mandatory purchase of nontransferable social insurance bonds in lieu
of social security contributions, to a situation of third party
transfers.

39 P, 39, Asimakopulos (1980) .
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Since a government reflects the col lective concerns of its citizens,

its interest I ies in the present and future consumption of those pres-

ently I iving. Equity between groups in society, and economic conditions

on the whole are key determinants in the formulation of publ ic pol icy.

Society's dissatisfaction with the economic position of a group (the re-

tired) relative to another (workers) provides the incentive in pension

plan introduction and revision. The authors suggest that pubì ic pension

plans are established in response to the needs of persons unable to pro-

v i de for the i r ret i rement.

The authorsr pension theory states that in a society consisting of

overlapping generations (a real-world scenario), there exist variables

that the present government can influence directly, and others which ¡t

can only influence indirectly through its successors. Directly' if re-

tired personsreconomic positions are poor relative to those st¡ll work-

ing, governments can introduce a pension policy that taxes the latter to

provide for the former. The tax rate and the level of transfer under-

taken are elements of the social welfare function, reflecting the rela-

tive welfare positions of workers and the retired.

The authors emphasize that this approach to publ ic pension pol icy

shows the limited time frame in which government can act brith certainty.

Pension pol icy can only determine pension taxes and benefits in a cur-

rent period, with future taxes and benefits being determined by succes-

sor governments. ln a current period, government taxes the incomes of

workers to pay for the pension benefits of the present. ln return for

these taxes, workers receive condi tional promises that when they reach

ret i rement age they wi I I be accorded s imi I ar benef i ts. These promi ses

are by their nature negotiable, and future governments are not absolute-
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ly bound to retain a policy with respect to its rates of taxation and

levels of benefits. However, pension pol icy is influenced by the prin-

ciple of continui ty between succesive governments.

Weldon (1976) aff irms the I'continuity conditionrt, believing that any

government has many options in perpetuating, amending, repeal ing, or

writing anew a redistributive law inherited from its predecessor(s). He

argues that the source of continuity,

is finalìy the wish of each government ... to have its own
promises accepted and redeemed, to make the process effective
for its own citizens... A government, within reason, pays the
price its predecessor has demanded, not because it cares about
the predecessor's wishes, but because it wishes to be able to
extract a similar price from its own successor. lt is much
the same thing as the execution of contracts without the as-
sistance of a state: one h,ishes to trade again, and so only
defau I ts subt I y or on great occas i ons. a o

The conditional ity of publ ic pension plans is thus refìected by the

possible need of contribution and benefit rate changes in response to

changing social, demographic, and economic conditions. Workers current-

ly paying pension taxes do not receive an enforcable right to an out-

lined system of pension benefits in the future. They receive only con-

ditional promises of these benefits. The rates of contributions and

levels of benefits can only be determined after the event.

The justification for proceeding to examine the partial pension /
gradual retirement scheme in the intergenerational transfer framework is

simply that the uncertainty evidenced in tests of individual equity al-

,l 0 P. 569, weldon (1976).
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lows for results which are highly conjectural. Life-cycle models that

specify each individualrs I ifetime to be X years' during which he has

complete knowledge of the future and forms consumption and saving behav-

ior based on this knowledge, should be realized to be inherently impre-

cise. Furthermore, because of an unknown future, the specification of a

publ ic pension plan as a savings scheme is basical ly incorrect. l,lhile

I ife-cycle models have been designed to accomodate some uncertainty, it

is felt that their use still misplaces the intent of the analysis. Our

intent is to examine the aggregate cost and benefit of a program in a

current time period, and to recognize ful I uncertainty in future pro-

jections.

The advantage of examining the introduction of a pension plan into an

economy on the basis of intergenerational transfers is that it al lows

for the incorporation of uncertainty in future periods. As demonstrated

by Asimakopulos, rates of contributions and levels of benefits under a

pension scheme can only be determined ex post. Transfer theory allows

for the analyst to ìook at economic positions of potential contributors

and beneficiaries in a specific current time period, and state quite

validly that based on the provisions of the plan: (l) lf R persons in

the labour force ret¡re under these provisions, given a specific level

of replacement of earnings, the needed pension will necessitate a trans-

fer of T dollars from workers to the retired; and (2) lf a transfer of T

is needed, this will require a tax (contribution) rate of t percent on

current workers' earnings in the time period in question.

To examine these faetors in the future, the analyst can formulate

projections of key economic and demographic variables into future time

periods, and fol low the pattern of analysis outl ined above. By holding
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one creates a demographic forecast regarding the

sion plan. This forecast is one which isolates

fects of a pens i onr s evol ut i on through t i me.
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force growth constant,

¡ntroduction of a pen-

the pure population ef-

Whi le admittedly forecasts of this kind are subject to large errors,

they retain the advantage of the incorporation of an uncertain future.

By specifical ly al lowing for variation in social, economic, and demo-

graphic conditions in projections of the future, one can state that:

I'under the assumpt i ons of the proj ect i on of cond i t i ons , future transfer

payments for the pension in the year Y will be equal to...rr. By recog-

ni tion of uncerta¡nty, the analysis recognizes the conditional ity not

only of future situations influencing the derivatives of the pension

plan, but also the conditionality of the provisions of the plan itself.

The next two chapters will set up the various seenarios of present

and future social, demographic, and economic conditions which wi I I de-

termine and influence the intergenerational transfer of income necessary

under a plan of partial pension / gradual retirement. To gain a sense

of relativity with the present, the analysis begins in a current time

period in which conditions are known with certainty.



Chapter V

A PROF I LE OF THE AG I NG CANAD I AN POPULAT I ON

5. I THE FUTURE CANAD I AN P0PULAT I 0N

The best definition of the term "population aging" is that it repre-

sents an increase in the proportion of older people in a population. To

faciìitate the use of this definition it is necessary to employ some

measure of old age. For this purpose, the common age 65 wilt be used as

the divíding point between the older segment of the population and the

rest.

An increasing proportion of older people in the population is deter-

mined by a number of factors. These factors can be listed (in no par-

ticular order of importance): (l) Replacement level ferti I ity rates of

women in the population, (2) f,lortaìity trends of the current population,

(3) l,lortality trends of new-borns, (4) Biomedical developments affecting

mortal i ty, and (5) Net international migration.

A myriad of other factors affect these premier influences. Attitudi-

nal factors are important regarding international migration. As wit-

nessed through history, immigration is often based on domestic attitudes

in regard to the people in question. Foreign and domestic economic con-

ditions also have serious repercussions on both emigration and immigra-

t ion.

-76-
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The increasing participation rate of women in the labour force is not

only a result of economic need, but of the evolution of societal atti-

tudes regarding work. This factor, aìong with the complete avai labi I ity

of birth controì in many forms, has resulted in a substantial decline in

Canadian fertility levels in recent decades. The scope and progress of

seientifie and medieal research has resulted in increases in life expec-

tancies among current population and new-borns.

Statistics Canada released a series of data on aging in its 1980 pub-

I ication, Population Proiections for Canadq and the Prov i nces

t976-2001." ln this study, the future Canadian population was estimated

on the basis of different assumptions regarding ferti I ity, mortal ity'

and migration.

To generate b i rth data three parameters of the fert i I i ty funct i on

were chosen for the population projections: (l) total fertiIity rate'

(2) mean age of fertility, and (3) modal age of fertility. The proposed

assumptions of future replacement level fertility rates, as described in

the folowing projections, are based on study of past evolution of fer-

tility as well as survey data" ln addit¡on, Projected mean (26.8) and

modal (ZS,Ð ages of ferti I ity over the period 1976-1991 were used in

the estimation. Assuming that levels and timing of ferti I ity remain

constant after l99l greatly simpl ifies the population projections.

llortal ity projections constitute a second basic input into the popu-

lation projections model. Qver the fifteen year period 1971-1986, lon-

gevity gains urere estimated as 0.88 years for men and 1.90 years for wo-

men. This compares with gains of 1"73 years and ).\i years for men and

women respectively over the fifteen year period 1956-1971. The popula-



tion projections assume that 1986 mortal i ty level s

through the rest of the projection period.
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rema i n constant

Levels of international migration through the projection period are

usually made in terms of average levels during some past period, unlike

projections of ferti I i ty and mortal i ty which are often extrapolations of

past trends. As mentioned previously, annual fluctuations in migration

are due to many factors, including conditions in the Canadian economy

and ìabour market, economic and pol itical conditions abroad, and immi-

grat i on regul at i ons.

The Statistics Canada study suggests that a reasonable range for the

average annual level of immigration to Canada during the projection

period is ,l25,000 to 175,000 persons. They also adopt a single assump-

tion of 75,000 emigrants per year.

Based on this information, four population projections were offered:

Proiection l: This projection assumes that ferti ì ity levels in Cana-

da increase from their 1976 level of 1.89 cnildren per adult woman to a

level of 2.1 by the year 1991, and to continue at this level through

l99l-200.l. Net international migration to Canada is assumed to average

ì00,000 persons per year (l75,ooO immigrants - 75,000 emigrants) over

the period 1976-200l, Ëxpectations of length of life at birth rise from

69.61 years for men and 76"90 years for women in 1976, to 70.22 and

78"26 years in 1986. tlortality Ievels are assumed constant through the

rest of the projection period.
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Projection !: This projection assumes the same increase in fertiìity

levels as in projection l. Net international migration to Canada is as-

sumed to average 75,OOO persons per year (.l50,000 immigrants - 75,OOO

emigrants) over the per iod 1976-200l . l'lortal i ty I evel s are the same as

in projection l.

Proiection )z This projection assumes that fertility levels in Cana-

da decrease from their 1976 level of 1.89 to a total replacement ìevel

of 1,7 bV 1991, and to continue at this level through l99l-2001. Net

international migration is the same as in projection 2. lilortality lev-

eìs are the same as in projection ì.

Pro.iection 4: This projection assumes the same decrease in ferti I ity

levels as in projection 3. Net international migration to Canada is as-

sumed to average 50,000 persons per year (lZ5,OOO immigrants - 75,000

emigrants) over the period 1976-200l . lilortal ity levels are the same as

in projection I.

Since the four individual projections have profound differences, it

was decided to test the projections' assumptions based on the most re-

cent data available. l¿lortaì ity projections are undif f erentiated between

the four projections and thus ignored" Examination of 1980 and l98l

data on ferti I ity show the replacement level hovering around the 1.7

mark. ln this regard projeetions J and 4 appear to be most accurate 
"

Avai lable data on immigration reveals that the assumption of 75,000 em-

igrants per year is soundi the actual annual average over the period

1976-1981 is 72,8\3. Average annual immigration over this period is

127,338 personse consistent with the assumption made in projection 4,
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0f al I the population projections, number 4 appears to be the most

rel iable up to this date. 0n this basis, assumptions and analysis re-

garding the future Canadian population wi ì I use this projection.

Tables !.1 and 5.2 illustrate some of the dramatic shifts in the fu-

ture Canadian population age distribution that have led to concerns

about the "aging population." The decl ine in the levels of population

aged less than 20 through the projection period 1976-2026 reflects

firstly, the aging of therrbaby boomr¡group, and secondly, the low lev-

el s of ferti I i ty al ready evident among females i n thi s group and pro-

jected for the future. The sl ight upturn in the population aged less

than 20 during the 1990s is a reflection of the fact that the large num-

bers of females in the baby boom group will be nearing the midpoint and

end of the i r ch i I d-bear i ng years.

The two tables i I lustrate the profound impact that the baby boom

group has had and will have on present and future populations. ln fact,

population in each age group reaches a peak as the average age of the

baby boom generation is evident in the specific age group.

0f coincidental significance to the decl ine in youth populat¡on is

the dramatic increase in levels and proportions of persons aged 6! and

greater in the population through the projection period. ln terms of

sheer numbers this group grows by approximately l8O? tnrough the period

(an increase f rom 2.0 mil I ion in 1976 to approximately 5.6 mill ion in

2026). As a percentage of total population, the group's size grows from

8"712 in 1976 to t9.o6? in 2a26"
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Table 5. I

Canadian Population Projections ('000 persons)

1976

rgEr

I 986

t99t

1996

200 I

2006

20t I

2016

2021

2026

<20

8241.5

7805. I

751\.9

7553.5

7585.5

7398.0

71o2.8

687\.6

677\.5

6lz8.l

66t2.7

20-2\

2133.8

237 \.0

2319 "9

1957.5

r833"8

I 943.4

2031.7

1995.5

r 866 .5

r758.2

1739.o

25-3\

3620,6

4t8l.g

460t.7

\786.7

)+37 3 "o

3891.3

3877 .9

\07\.2

\125.7

3961.5

3726.o

3q-44

2597.o

2g\2.7

3614 .8

4 t 68.9

t+583.7

\76\.9

\356.2

3882.2

3869 .6

\063.2

4t r3"6

45-54

2\73.0

2466.5

251O.8

28\9.3

3500 .0

4034 .6

44¡6. I

4608 .0

42r0"4

375\.5

37\\.3
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Table 5"1 (Continued)

r976

I 98l

I 986

I 991

1996

200 I

2006

20t I

2016

2021

2026

55-6\

192\.t+

2132.0

2277.2

227\.\

2317 "7

263\ "o

3233.3

3722.5

\o93.2

t+2\3.8

3872.7

Ø
2002 "t+

2303.1

260r.0

2958.3

3218.2

3387 .\

3526.9

38\2 "6

4383 . o

4949 . o

5609.7

Tota I

22,992.6

2\,205.3

25 ,4\O .3

26,548.7

27 '\11 .9

28 
"o53 "5

28,565.1

28,999.7

29,322.9

29,t+78.6

29,\38.2
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Table 5.2
Projections of Canadian Population by Age Group

(Percentage of Total)

1976

r98t

I 986

l99 t

1996

200 l

2006

20t I

2016

2021

2026

<20

35.84

32.25

29,5\

28.\5

27 .67

26.37

2\.87

23.71

23. tO

22.82

22.53

20-21+ 2Ã- 34

15.75

17.28

r8.og

18.03

15.9\

13.87

13.58

r4.05

r 4.07

13.44

12.66

3Ã-!4

11.29

12.16

r4.2r

15.70

16.70

I6.99

15.25

13.39

13.20

r3.78

I 3.98

4Ã-54

l0 .76

r0. r9

9 "87

10.73

12.75

14.38

15 "53

l5 .89

14.36

12.7\

12.72

5q-61

8.37

8.8 r

8.9¡

8.st

8.45

9.39

1\.32

12.84

13.95

14.40

r3.l6

Ø+
8.71

9.51

10.22

il,r4
tt "73

12.07

12.35

13.25

1\.95

16.79

r9.06

9.28

9.8'l

9.12

7 .37

6.68

6.gl

7 .11

6.88

6.ll
5.96

5.91
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l'luch has been written about the projected large levels of older Cana-

dians in the future. The rapid aging of the population signals the need

for preparation of retirement income systems for a high level of recipi-

ents relative to contributors. lt also raises questions concerning the

capabi I ity of society to provide services to the elderly without seri-

ously damaging the incomes, consumption, and savings of the working pop-

ulation. The shifting age distribution of the population can be expect-

ed to affect many of the interdependent factors of the modern economy,

i.g. levels, skills, mobility, and product¡vity of the labour force,

saving and capital formation, and real output growth. However, specify-

ing future effects on these factors would constitute a great deal of

conjecture with no means of validation. Later in the study some assump-

tions regarding these factors will be dealt with, but only for use in

hypothetical .scenarios of the future.

5.2 AGING AND THE COSTS OF DEPENDANCY

Staying in the realm of pure demography, it is possible to illustrate

some of the effects of the shifting age distribution on population and

certain aspects of the macroeconomy. Table 5.3 projects the Canadian

population by broad age group in numbers and proportions of total. Pop-

ulation aged 20-6\ reaches a peak of 63.0? between 2006 and 2Oll. By

the year 2010 the original members of the baby boom generation will turn

65, and subsequently, the proportion of the elderly relative to the rest

of the population wi I I rise quickly.

one of the most common measures of population aging is

rat¡o. lt has been pointed out that the ratio is not

the dependancy

a particularly
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good measure since it rel ies upon the impl ication that dependants con-

stitute an economic burden (Canadian Governmental Report on Aging,

,l982). The "old-age dependancy ratiorr is simply the relation between

the number of people aged 65 and older in the population and the number

of those in the prime working ages.

l'lany studies tend to define the older population as those in 6!+ age

group, and the working-age group as those in the 17'64 (or even 15-64)

age group. The present author introduces a slight variation to the norm

by defining the working-age group as those people aged 20-6\. lt is

felt that the age group 17-19 has a rather weak attachment to the labour

force and as such contribute l¡ttìe to the analysis. The continuing in-

crease in average years of education attests to the lessening importance

of this age group to the prime working-age group.

Table 5.4 i I lustrates the future growth of the young-a9e' old-age'

and combined dependancy ratios. The young-age dependancy ratio fal ls

almost cont¡nuously through 2026. This trend reflects the decl ine in

the numerical importance of the young population.

The old-age dependancy ratio shows a continuous increase from a level

of 15.712 in 1976 to 32.62% in 2026. Thirty-three persons in what is

now known as the prime pension-receiving ages for every one hundred per-

sons in the prime working-ages is an unprecedented development in Cana-

da.
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Tab I e 5.3
Projected Levels and Proportions of Population

(r000 persons and percentage of total)

1976

t98r

ì 986

t 99l

1996

200 l

2006

20r I

20r6

2021

2026

<20

824r.5

7805.1

751t+.9

7553.5

7585.5

7398.0

7r02.8

687\.6

677\.5

6728.3

6632.7

(35.8)

ß2.2)

(29.6)

(zB .5¡

(27 .7)

(26.\)

(zt+.9¡

(23.7)

(23. I )

(22.8)

(22.5¡

20-6\

I 2, 748.8

r 4,097 . I

| 5 ,32\ .4

t 6,036 .9

16,608.2

17 ,268.1

t7 ,935.\

18,282.5

t 8, I 65.4

t7,80ì.3

17 ,195 .8

$5.5)

G8.3)

(60.2)

(60.4)

(60.6)

(6 t .5¡

(62 .8)

(63 . o)

(62 .0)

(60.4)

98.4)

J
65'

2002.\

2303. t

260r.0

2958.3

3218.2

3387.\

3526.9

38\2.6

4383 . o

4949 . o

56o9.7

(8.2)

(e.5)

( l o.2)

(l I .l)

(t t.7¡

(12.1)

(t2.3¡

(13.3)

(tt+.9¡

(t6.8)

(t9. t)
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1976

'r98 r

r 986

t 99l

r996

200 I

zoo6

201 I

20t6

2021

zoz6

Younq-Age (<20)

6\.65

55.37

49.04

47. r0

I+5.67

42.84

39.60

37 .60

37 .29

37 .80

38.57

Tab I e 5.4
Projected Dependancy Ratios

otd-Aqe (65t)

15'7 t

t 6.34

16.97

l8 .45

t 9"38

19.62

19.66

21 .02

2\.13

27.95

32.62

Comb i ned

80.¡5

71 .70

66.0t

65.55

65.05

62.\6

59.27

58.62

6r.42

65.60

71 .19
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Examining the combined young and old-age dependancy ralio provides an

interesting point. ln terms of numerical dependancy, the ratio decl ines

from a level of 80.352 in 1976 to a low or 58.622 in 2011. The subseq-

uent increase in the rat¡o to 2026 reveals the increasing numerical im-

portance of older people relative to the young in Canada.

The continuing decline in the total dependancy ratio over much of the

projection period suggests a continuing decl ine in the rrdependancy bur-

denrtupon the working'age population. However, the reversal of this

trend around the year 20ll suggests that workers of the future must be

prepared to support a dependancy burden approaching and surpassing pres-

ent levels.

Examination of the ratios clearly reveals that the locus of depen-

dance is moving from the young to the elderly.

Canadians wi I I be required to devote relatively more of their
time and resources than ever before to supporting the elderìy
in the years ahead and relatively less time and resources to
support i ng the young.4 I

However, it should be clear that the above analysis is performed

purely in terms of numbers of people. A true measure of dependancy

should take in the relative costs of servicing young and old dependants'

as numerical dependancy ratios are inadequate for real izing the impacts

of changing age distributions on publ ic pol icy. One means of accounting

for the greater per capita cost of servicing elderly dependants relative

to the young is the rrexpenditure-dependancy ratiorr.

4l P. 133, Foor (1982).
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The numerical dependancy projections imply that through most of the

projection period there will be more people of working age than ever be-

fore in Canadian history. lf we were to treat numerical dependancy rat-

ios as sound we l^,ould suggest that per capita costs of servicing al I de-

pendants would decl ine through most of the time frame in question.

However, as Foot (.l982) points out, this observation assumes that re-

sources can and wi I I be transferred from programs for the young ( g"g.

education) to programs used primari ly by the elderly ( g.g. pensions,

heaìth care). lt also assumes that the costs of provision are propor-

tional to the numbers involved ( i.e. no economies of scale), and com-

parable across programs.

A study by the federal Treasury Board (1977) concluded that the rela-

tive cost of the provision of public services are different for differ-

ent age groups of the population. ln fact, the study found that in 1976

Per person total government expenditure vJas approximately 2.5 times as

great for the elderly (69+) as for the young (<18). The figures in tg76

dollars were 54,7\5 per person aged 6! and older and $1,909 per person

aged less than .l8. This estimate includes Canada Pension Plan / Quebec

Pension Plan per capita costs. Based on this data source and others

(Clarl et al., 1978; Ontario I'linistry of Treasury and Economics, 197Ð a

reasonable hypothesis is that ¡t is relatively more expensive to support

an older person than a younger one.

Considering this constraint, it is somewhat impractical to rely on

numerical dependancy ratios as a formal tool of analysis. These ratios

do not account for relative cost differentials between age groups, and

provide no consideration of ease of resource transfer or possible econo-

mies of scale in resource provision.
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The evidence provided on reìative costs alìows one to develop a more

effective measure of burden such as the expenditure-dependancy ratio.

This measure can be constructed by the appl ication of an expenditure

factor to a regular combined young and old-age dependancy ratio. The

numerical rat¡o is expressed by:

Population <20 + Popuìation 95
Population 20-6\

The expenditure dependancy ratio is expressed by:

Population <20 + (w) Population 95
Popu I at ion 2!-6\

where (w) is the factor expressing the per capita cost of total govern-

ment expenditure on the elderly relative to the young.

Table 5.5 contains expendi ture-dependancy ratios calculated in terms

of factors of 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0. Assuming a constant value for (w) im-

pl ies that economies of scale do not exist in the provision of publ ic

programs, and that relative per capita costs of these programs remain

unchanged through the time frame in use. This is probably an unrealis*

tic assumption, but ¡t is useful for purposes of isolating pure popula-

tion effects" Al I three projections reveal the economic effect of popu-

lation aging after the turn of the next century. The ratios rise

steadily from approximately 2OO6 through the end of the projection peri*

od.

Tota I

bil I ion"

government expenditure on goods and services in ìl/6 was $38.3

Applying the Treasury Board average per capita cost of public
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Table 5"5
Projected Expendi ture-Dependancy Ratios

(Combined Young and 0ld-Age)

1976

r98r

I 986

I 991

1996

200 I

2006

201 I

2016

2021

2026

w =_À9

96.06

88 .04

82 .98

83.99

8\.t+2

82 .08

78.93

79.6\

8s.ss

93.40

r 03.82

w=2"8æ
r 03.9 r

96 "21

9r "47

93 "22

g\.12

9ì.88

88. Z6

90.15

97.61

1 07 .30

I20. l3

w=3.0*
1t 1 .77

104.38

99.96

I 02.44

r 03.80

lol.69

98 .60

I 00.66

I 09.68

121 .20

136.4\
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program provis¡on to the populations of the relevant age groups allows

for the development of a broad age distribution of total government ex-

penditure in 1976. Holding these averages constant through time and ap-

plying them to projected future populations results in an age distribu-

tion of government expenditure through the projection period.

Table 5,6 ¡ I lustrates this projection through t¡me. Note that the

government expenditure on goods and services for those aged less than 20

falls almost continuously from a level of $15.7 billion in 1976 to $12.6

bill ion in 2026 (a decrease of 19.52). Total government expenditure on

persons aged 20-64 peaks around the year 201 l. Total government expen-

diture on the elderly rises steadily from a level of $9.5 billion in

1976 to 526.6 bi I I ion in 2026 (an increase of l80Z) .

What can be said about future government expenditure on the strength

of the changing age distribution? For one thing, we can project an in-

crease in total government expenditure on goods and services of just un-

der !0Z over the time frame 1976-2026. That is, under assumptions of

zero economic growth, no inflation, no change in relative cssts, and no

economies (or diseconomies) of scale in provision of publ ic services, þre

project the need for a IOZ increase of total governmeRt expenditure on

goods and services simply as the result of the shift to an older popula-

tion. This is a pure population effect.

Another interesting point to be drawn from Table 5"6 is that, based

on these static conditions, þre can refute the claim that decreased costs

associated with supporting young dependants wi I I have a significant im-

paet on easing the burden of supporting increased costs of the older de-

pendant population. The fifty-year projection period suggests that
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Tab I e 5.6
Projected Government Expenditure on Goods and Services

Attributable to Broad Age Group
($ 'OOO,OO0 and Percentage of Total)

r976

lggl

I 986

I99 l

r996

200 I

2006

201 I

20r6

2021

2026

(41 . o5)

ß6.e7)

133.8r)

(32. to)

(30.91+)

(zg.t+l)

(27.83)

(26. I 8)

(z\.69)

(23.52)

(22.2\)

<20

15,7 33 .O

I 4,889.9

1\,3\5.9

14,4t9"6

I l+,480.7

1\,122 .8

13,559 "2

13,123 .6

12,932 .5

I 2,844.3

12,661 .8

20-6|4

1 3, Ogo.6 (34 . I 6)

1\,\77,7 ('3.5.92)

15,738.2 (37. lo)

16,469.9 ß6.66)

17 ,056.6 (36.44)

t7 ,73\.3 137.00)

18,4t9.7 137.8r)

18,776.1 (37.\5)

18,655.9 135.6r)

r8,28I.g 133.A8)

t7 ,660.1 (31 .02)

Ø.
9,501 .4

10,928,2

12,3\1 .7

I 4,037 . ì

15,27O .\
16,o73.2

16 ,7 35 .1

18,233.1

20,797 .3

23,\83.0

26,618.0

Tota I

38,325.O

\o,305.9

\2,\25.8

t4\,926.7

\6,807 .7

\7 ,930.3

48,7ì4.0

50,132.9

52,385.7

5\,609.3

56,939.9

(zt+.79¡

(27.11)

(29 .09)

(31 .24)

ß2.62)

ß3.53)

(¡t+. ¡6)

ß6 "31)

(39.70)

(43.00)

(\6.7\)
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government expenditure on goods and services on those aged less than 20

wilì decline by a littìe more than 53 billion (1976 dollars). ln con-

trast to this rather I imited decl ine, government expenditure on those

aged 6f* must increase by over Sl7 ¡illion to ensure comparable services

for the elderly.

Table 5,6 also describes the proportions of total government expendi-

ture on goods and services attibuted to the three broad age groups. The

share of total expenditure on those aged <2O falìs from 4l.O5Z of total

to 22.2\"ó of total over the fifty-year period. Expenditure on those

aged 6f+ rises from a share of 2\.79% in 1976 to 46.7\Z in 2026.

Based on total government expenditure on goods and services of S38.3

bil I ion in 1976, r^re can postulate that the 12.7 ni ll ion persons aged

20-6\ in the population at that time would each need to pay an average

of $3006..16 to fully finance thîs expenditure. This observation is of

course predicated on assumptions of no deficit, and no other sources of

taxation. Table 5.7 extends this observation through the projection

period. The average tax paid per person aged 20-64 reaches a minimum

around the year 2006 when it equals 52716.08. lt subsequently rises

through the rest of the period, eclipsing the 1976 level around the year

2021. The figure for 2026 represents a projection period maximum of

$l3ll.Z7 in average tax paid per person to fully finance government ex-

penditure on goods and services.

It is again interesting to seperate the age components of expenditure

as they reveal shifts in taxation requirements. ln 1976e an average of

5lZ3+.08 in taxes needed to be.paid per person aged 20'64 to support
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Tab I e 5.7
Projected Average Tax per Person Aged 20-64 to Fully Finance

Government Expenditure on Goods and Services,
and Allocation of Tax Expenditure by Age Group (1976$)

<20

1 r23\

1,057

936

8gg

872

8r8

756

7t8

712

722

736

20-6\

1,027

tu
7t+5

775

805

8ls

919

931

933

997

1,1\5

l,3lg

I ,548

Tota I

3,006

2,959

2,769

2,80l

2,818

2,776

2,716

2,7 \2

2,884

3,068

3,311

1976

rgSr

ì 986

l99l

1996

200 l

zoo6

20tl

2016

2021

2026

il

ll

il

il
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government expenditures on persons aged less than 20. ln 2026, the com-

parabìe tax figure would ¡e 5236,33. 57\5.28 in taxes per person aged

20-6\ was necessary to fully finance government expenditure on persons

aged 65 and older in 1976. The comparable tax figure for 2026 is

$1547.94. lt should be reiterated that these figures are based on a

maintenance of services and programs evident in 'l976 and allow for no

expansion of government programs.

As has

pr es su res

vision of

pres sur es

after the

been demonstrated in this section, the future suggests that

on society and government are projected to come from the pro-

publ ic services to the elderly. Our data suggest that these

should begin in earnest sometime between five and ten years

turn of the century.

The above analysis suggests the need for a reorientation of publ ic

policy and public expenditure away from the young and toward the elderly

in Canada in the years ahead. l'lost prominent in discussion of such reo-

rientaton would be the gradual reduction in education expenditures di-

rected toward the young, and a relative increase in expenditure directed

toward income maintenance, housing, and health care for the elderly.

However, as we have seen, reductions in expenditure on youth cannot but

partial ly compensate the increased costs that wi I I arise from poulation

aging in Canada. Our static analysis indicated the need for large in-

creases in taxation to support the increased expenditure"

The ex¡stence of positive economic growth would, of course, help ease

the increased dependancy burden of the early part of the next century.

Alternatively, a reduction of services (per capita expenditure) to the



elderly would be another means of

pend i ture and hence, taxat i on .
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slowi ng the forecasted spi ral I i ng ex-

5.3 THE FUTURE CANADLAN LABoUR FoRCE

Table !.8 illustrates the future labour force by age group on the ba-

sis of the continuation of 1976 participation rates. By this means we

¡solate the effect of future demographic developments on the labour

force. Holding l116 participation rates constant through the projection

period would probably resuìt in an understatement of the size of the fu-

ture female ìabour force, and perhaps overstate the size of the male la-

bour force. However, Foot (1982) does point out that the major determi-

nant of labour force growth in Canada in the past has been source

population growth, and not growth in labour force participation. Even

though overal I participation rates grew at historical ly high rates be-

tween 1966-1979, demographical ly induced source population growth ac-

counted for approximately 3/\ of Canadian ìabour force growth in this

per i od.

0ur projections show labour force growth to average approximately

1.J% per annum between l98l-1991, 0./% per annum between l99l-200'|, and

0.42 per annum between 2001-201 l. Negative labour force growth charac-

terizes the rest of the projection period after 2011. This reflects the

beginning of the movement of the baby boom generation into retirement.

The future composition of the labour force is perhaps most interest-

ing in these developments. The general aging of the population is re-

flected in the decl ining proportion of younger workers, and the great

Íncrease in the proportion of older workers.
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Tab I e 5.8
Projected Labour Force Holding 1976 Participation Rates Constant

('000 persons)

20-24

1976

tgSl

I 986

I 991

I 996

200 I

2006

201 I

20r6

2021

2026

1626.8

r 809.9

1768 "7

1492.4

r 398. l

t 48l .6

r54g.o

1521.\

r 423.0

I 340 .5

1325.8

25-?4

2708.0

3127 .6

3441.6

3580 . o

3270.6

2910.3

29OO "3

3047. r

3085.6

2962.8

2786.7

3Ê-\\

19\5.6

220/l'.7

2708.2

3123.3

343¡+ " I

3569.9

3263.7

2908.5

2899. ì

3044. ì

3o8r.g

¡n_51

1736.\

t7 31 .7

1762.8

2AOO.5

2t+57 .t+

2832.7

3t I4.6

3235.3

2956. I

2636.o

2628.9
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Table 5"8 (Continued)

1976

tgSt

I 986

l99l

1996

200 1

2006

201 I

2016

2021

2026

5q-64

I 030.7

r r4r.g

1219.7

r 218.2

l24l " 
l+

t4ì0.8

r73r "8

I 993 .8

2192.3

2272.9

207 \.2

þE

t87"4

215.6

2t+3.5

276.9

30r "2

317.ì

330. I

359.7

4r0.2

\63.2

525. I

TotaL

9,23\.9

10, 23 t .4

I t,144"5

I I,69l.3

12,1O2 "8

12 
'522 "l+

12,889 .5

1 3,065 .8

12,966,3

t2,7 t9 "5

12,\22.6
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Tab I e 5.9
Projected Labour Force (1976 Participation Rates Constant) by Age Group

(Percentage of Total)

1976

tgSl

I 986

t 99l

1996

200 I

2006

20ì I

2016

2021

2026

17 .62

t7 .69

15.87

12.77

11.55

I t.83

12.02

I t.64

10.97

10.53

1o.67

20-2\ 25-?'\

29.32

30.57

30.88

30.62

27 .02

23.2\

22.5O

23.32

23.80

23.29

22.t+3

3Ã-l+4

2t .07

2t .55

2\.30

26 .71

28.37

28.51

25.32

22.26

22.36

23.93

24.8t

4Ã-Ã4

t 8.80

16.93

15.82

r7.lt

20.30

22.62

2\ .16

2\,76

22.80

20.72

21.16

Ãq-64

r1.r6

tì.t6
ro.94

r0.42

r0"26

t1.27

13.4l{

15.26

r6.gr

17 .87

16.7o

Ø+
2.03

2.11

2.r8

2.37

Z.t+9

2.53

2.56

2.7 5

3.16

3.6\

\.23
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Table 5.9 illustrates the relative proportions of future labour forc-

es by age group. ln 1976, 13.19?6 of the total labour force was aged !!

and older. By the year 2011, when projected labour force reaches a max-

imum, this group comprises 18.01? of the total. By 2026, the proportion

is forecast to be 20.932. One of the implications of the aging Canadian

I abour foree i s that i n future years ure can expect a more exper i eneed

group. Spengler (1976) foresees a decline in the aggregate mobility of

labour (Uottr occupational and geographic) as a result of population ag-

ing. Wander (1972) bel ieves that the relative shortage of younger work-

ers in the future may act to diminish wage differentials between younger

and older workers.

Relaxing our stringent assumptions concerning participation rates of

the future takes us into the area of conjecture. l.lhile it is certainly

a good assumption that female labour force part¡cipation rates will con-

tinue to rise in the future, forecast¡ng absolute levels is difficult.

Notwithstanding, several estimates have been made in the past. The De-

partment of Finance Canada (tgAO) forwards two projeetions: (l) ttre

male-female participation rate differential for adult age groups beyond

the child-bearing ages for women narrows to l0 percentage points between

1985-2000 and remains constant thereafter; and (2) the differential is

el iminated between .l985-2000.

Table 5.10 details future labour force levels based on the first Fi-

nance Canada projection. Under this scenario, total labour force reach-

es a projection period peak in 2011, as in the static example. The dif-

ference, however, lies in volume and composition. When future trends in
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Table 5. l0
Projected Labour Force Under Dynamic Participation Rates

(r000 persons)

1976

tgSl

I 986

t99t

r996

200 ì

2006

20r I

2016

2021

2026

20-2\

1626 "8

I 894 .8

I 860.4

r59r.0

r 490.7

1579.6

1651 .\
1622.0

1517.2

r429.o

1413.6

2^-3\

2708.0

3363.8

3809.2

4038 . o

3764.7

3\23.0

34r r.6

3584. l

3629.2

3483.8

3277.8

15-44

t9\5.6

2368.2

2984.0

3563.3

4035. r

\335.5

3964 . o

3533.3

3521.9

3697 .9

37\3.8

\E-5\

17 36 .\
1832.7

rgr3.8

2270.9

2928.3

352\.3

3876.6

4028.8

3681.3

3283.3

327/4.7
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Table !..l0 (Continued)

1976

l98l

I 986

t99t

1996

200 I

2006

201 l

2016

2021

2026

55-6\

1 030. 7

1137.9

1227 .O

127 2 .\
1393.7

1707 .4

2095.\

2\11 .5

2653.1

27 52.3

2511.6

@.

t87.4

t 98.3

216.8

226.t+

232.3

237.2

2t+6.7

269.3

307 .8

349. I

39\.6

Tota I

9,23\.9

10,795.7

t2,0ì't .2

12,961 .g

I 3, 844.8

ì¡{,807"0

15,2\5 ,7

t 5, 449 .0

15,3r0.5

t 4, 996 .4

l4,616. I
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part¡cipation rates are taken into account, labour force peaks at 15.4

million persons in 20ì1, or l8? higher than the peak level under static

conditions. The rate of growth of the total labour force is projected

to deceìerate steadi ly ti I I peak labour force is reached. This reflects

both decleration in total source population growth and part¡cipation

rate growth among womeR.

The vast increase in female labour force entrants under the dynamic

labour force projections moderates the effect of aging on the work

force, but only slightly. When labour force reaches a peak in 20ll'

17.352 of the labour force will be aged f! and older; 19.88U in the year

2026.

It is believed that the predominance of the older worker in the fu-

ture labour force will lead to greater flexibility surrounding the work/

retirement decision. Depending on labour force requirements of the fu-

ture, and on the bray society will deal with these requirements, pressure

may exist to either encourage older workers to stay on at their employ-

ment, or to leave earlier. Hore than likely, greater flexibility in

both directions may be incorporated into the system.

The concept of gradual retirement is an alternative that could prove

useful in enabl ing the incorporation of flexibi I ity on both sides of

'rnormalrrretirement. ln the next chapter, the projections regarding

population and labour force are incorporated with projections regarding

future income to create a framework of analysis. This framework will be

used to answer the following guestions: 'rln a future Canada predicted

to be characterized by decelerating and negative rates of population

growth, how wi I I the Întroduction of a program of gradual retirement/
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part¡al pens¡on in the years preceding official retirement affect the

intergenerational distribution of income? Specifically, what is the

proportion of total income of workers that must be transferred to per-

sons entering gradual retirement in future years to ful ly finance the

system?rl



Chapter Vl

THE I NTERGENERAT I ONAL TRANSF ER I4ODEL OF GRADUAL RET I REI'lENT

6.r rNTRoDucrroN TO THE I'IODEL

ln Chapter I the future costs of dependancy of the elderly were dis-

cussed, and the impl ications h,ere clear. The decelerating and negative

rates of popuìation growth forecast for the future wi I I result in the

elderly comprising a large proportion of the total population. Further-

more, the costs of providing incomes a¡d services for the elderly wi I I

rise dramaticaìly, and will be financed primarily out of the incomes of

the working population.

The concern that must be preeminent in this study is the ability of

the future labour force to provide for the elderly. The previous chap-

ter aì luded to the great uncertainty surrounding the issue. Factors in-

cluding future productivities of labour and capital and resuìtant eco-

nomic growth will aid the determination of this ability, but their

direction and magnitude can only be speculated upon.

This analysis concentrates primari ly on a static eeonomic environment

ignorant of future changes in economic variables. By holding economie

variables constant, one can isolate pure demographic effects regarding

the introduction of a gradual retirement scheme. Using the population

and labour force data generated in the previous chapter, the intergener-

ational transfers needed to sustain the costs of the plan can be calcu-

106 -
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lated with some degree of certainty for a current time period. This

framework can also be used to determine these transfers into the future.

Fol lowing the Swedish example, the relevant population of concern

with regard to graduaì retirement would be those in the age group 60-64.

As documented in the Swedish example, the age 6O-64 was chosen as ¡t

represents the f ive-year period immediately pr¡or to therrofficialrror
t'normalrrretirment of most ìabour force participants.

One could just as easily examine any other relevant age group ( e.g.,

65-69,55-6\) to determine the transfer implications of gradual retire-

ment. However, labour force and retirement behaviour in Canada closely

follows therrnormalil pattern. Only 8-9å of persons over the age of 6!

participate in the labour force, and almost half of these are in part-

time positions. The section of this paper on the aging worker was in-

tended to cl arify the fact and fiction concerning the productive abi I i-

ties of persons near, ãt, or over the age of 65. The literature survey

indicates that the boundary age of 6! is clearly an institutional barri-

er. Clearly, one must real ize that workers are capable of fulfi I I ing

job duties to a variety of ages.

Nevertheless, for our ¡ntents and purposes at this point, sole con-

centration wilì be placed on workers in the age group 60-64. The major-

ity of this group has spent a considerable amount of their lives in the

workforce and some may desire a gradual transition into retirement. lf

gradual retirement were to be introduced, it would probably result from

the pressure of social forces. That is, soc¡ety views the gradual tran-

sition idea and its resultant redistribution of income as an essential

part of its social welfare function. Present-day workers view the pro-
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gram as being desi rable for thei r older counterparts, and perhaps for

themselves as they near retirement age. Consistent with the theory of

intergenerational transfers, though, present-day workers real ize that

even though they will support the gradual retirement of their counter-

parts financial ly, in return they only receive conditional promises re-

garding the benefits they may someday receive from the program.

6.2 OUAL I F I cAT I ONS OF THE I'IODEL

The Canadian population aged 60-64 is characterized by the fol lowing

traits. ln 1976, the Canadian population consisted of 905,400 persons

aged 60-64. Table 6..l shows that the group's size increases to a pro-

jection period maximum of 2,082,600 by the year 2021. The importance of

this group to society is reflected in sheer size, both in terms of popu-

lation and in labour force.

The age group is characterized by a relatively Iow participation rate

in the labour force, approximated at \52" Holding this rate constant

through the projection period is di ificult, for it may involve substan-

tial error. Whi le the participation rate of the age group 55'61*u 2 has

been remarkably stable for both men and women over the past decade, this

may not be a certainty in the future.

a2 The participation rate of the age group 60-6\ is unavailable.
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Table 6. I

Projections of Population and Labour Force Aged 60-64

1976

lgSt

I 986

199 ì

1996

200 I

2006

20t I

2016

2021

2026

Persons Aqed 60-64

go5, 4oo

960,5oo

l , 
.l 05,000

1 , I 06,4oo

I , I 02,4oo

t, t47,5oo

I ,402, 2oo

1,725,900

1,882,400

2,082, 160

2,035,1O0

Workers Aqed 60-64

407,\30

\32,225

\97,250

497,880

496, o8o

516,375

630, 990

776,655

847, o8o

937,170

915,79t5

Persons Aged 60-64 in Labour Force represents \j% of Population of group.
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lJomen in this age group are ìess often participants in the labour

force than those in younger age groups.a3 However, at present the female

labour force aged 55'6\ does not yet reflect the increasing participa-

tion rates evidenced by their younger counterparts. As the large pro-

portion of baby boom generation women who work grow older, ¡t is sur-

mi sed that the labour force partieipation of women aged 60-64 wi I I

increase. ln chapter 5 it was documented that the female labour force

participation rate has increased steadi ly in the past decades, and is

expected to rise even further. However, the pressure on the participa-

tion of uromen aged 60-64 may not be feìt till at least the early decades

of the next century.

The future part¡cipation rate of men aged 6O-64 is a question mark.

tJhile better pension coverage may allow for earlier retirment for more

persons, slower labour force grohrth predicted for the future may preju-

dice this movement. Furthermore, the growing importance of tertiary in-

dustry as a source of employment may help negate the need for older

workers to retire because of poor health"

Based on these qual ifications, it was decided to hold the labour

force participation rate of the age group 60-6\ at a constant l+52

through the projection period. Let it be recognized that this assump-

tion probably contains a downward bias, at least during the ìast 10-15

ycars of the projection period.

43 Department of Finance Canada (1980a) 
"
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The labour force aged 60-64 is characterized by workers with a long

attachment to the labour force. Labour data suggests that the vast ma-

jority of this group work f ul l-time, ìárith females comprising the largest

portion of part-time workers.4¿ lncome data reveals that in 1976, aver-

age annual income of workers aged 60-64 is approximately $12,800. Table

6.2 illustrates the average annual income in 1976 of individuals of all

age groups whose major source of income is wages and salaries. Precise

data for workers aged 60-64 is unavai lable.

Using the income and labour force data assembled here enables one to

develop the framework needed to analyse the necessary transfer of income

to those gradual ly retiring. The key variable that remains unknown with

regard to this transfer is the projected participation in the plan of

workers aged 60-64.

Public interest in the concept of gradual retirement is substantial,

as documented in chapter 2. Recall that in a 1974 survey of active Can-

adian male workers, over 38"4 viewed part-time work as the best tran-

sitional work pattern into full retirement. Similarly, surveys in Eu-

rope and the United States have found varying, but substantial degrees

of support for the idea of gradual retirement (or more generally, for

part*time work before and after "normalrr retirement).

Determinants of this support have also been documented and include

the major variables one would expect ( i.g" health, income, occupation-

aì status, etc"). Predicting an aggregate participation rate in a plan

of gradual retirement is venturesome; it is perhaps easier to predict

aa Statistics Canada, Cat. No. 7l-001 (various issues).
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Tab I e 6.2
Average and Tota I I ncome of I nd iv i dua I s Whose l'laj or Source

of lncome is Wages and Salaries (1976)

Averaqe lnco¡le

<20 s 2,315

2O-2\ 7,119

25-3t+ 1 1 ,689

35-\4 14,059

I+5-5\ 13,585

55-6\ 12,859

65+ 12,862

PC¡Sgtg in Labour Force

I , 200,000

1,626,800

2, 7o8, ooo

I ,945,600

1 ,736,4O0

l,03o,7oo

ì 87 ,4oo

Total I ncome

5 z,778,ooo,ooo

I 1 ,581 ,2Oo,ooo

31,653,800,000

27,353,200,000

23,589, OOO, OOO

| 3 ,253, 8oO , ooo

2,4lo,3oo,ooo

1 12,6 I 9, 300,000
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part¡cipation on an individuaì basis. Concentrating strictly on econom-

ic conditions, the individuaì decision to participate in gradual retire-

ment reduces to an income/leisure decision. Appendix A detai ls this la-

bour supply decision in an income/leisure model incorporating the

existence of a partial pension.

Generally, an individual wilì opt to reduce worktime (in the absence

of institutional barriers) ¡f h¡s income reduction is suitably compen-

sated. An individual who would participate in this form of worktime re-

duction would be one who, for whatever reasons, desires more leisure in

his pre-retirement years than others, i.9. his valuation of an hour of

leisure is greater than others.

Swedish experience with this policy has shown that 25-3OZ of eligibìe

workers opt for the reduced worktime with a compensation rate of 659ó of

lost earnings. Recal I that participation in the plan tai ied off sl ight-

ly fol lowing the decl ine ¡n the rate of compensation to 50?6 of lost

earnings. Furthermore, el igible workers as measured in this example

does not include all workers between the ages of 60-6\, but only workers

who quaì ify according to the worktime and experience restrictions'

The stability evidenced in the participation rate in the Swedish plan

is felt to provide suitable justificaton for the use of a participation

rate of 2516 of Canadian workers aged 6O-64 in this analysis. This par-

ticipation rate wi I I assume a correlated !0? rate of compensation of

earnings lost through worktime reductions"

Swedish experience has shown that

plan reduce their worktime by half'

the vast majority of workers in the

principaìly because it

their employers.

eases the

schedul ing and organizational tasks of The present



analys¡s is also predicated on a 50? reduction in worktime

board for Canadian participants in gradual retirement.

r r4

across the

6.3 THE r,ropEL

Based on the summary qualifications made in the previous section the

analysis proceeds for this Canadian model of intergenerational transfer"

By the use of a time period in the past (1976) as the hypothetical

starting-point of the program, we gain the advantage of clear certainty

with regard to initial data. The analysis assumes that there is no

phase-in period for the program, i.g. in 1976 the ful I participation

rate of 252 of persons aged 60-64 is achieved ("immediate maturing").

ln 1976 the Canad¡an population consisted of 905,400 persons aged

6O-6\. A \52 labour force part¡cipation rate meant that the Canadian

labour force in that year incìuded 407,430 workers in that age group"

Suppose that 252 of these workers chose gradual retirement as an option

in that year. Thus 101,857 workers aged 60-64 reduced their worktime

(and earned income) by half"

Average income of all workers aged 60-6à in 1976 was $lz,8oo" Assume

that this average is also evidenced by the group of gradual retirees.

Thus, the average post-worktime reduction income of this group is

$6,400" Based on a 50% replacement rate of earnings lost through work:

time reductions, the average pension paid to gradual retirees in 1976 is

$3,ZOO. Together these sums allow for an average income of $9,600 for

these workers.
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lf lOl,857 brorkers participate in this plan, the total pension bil I

needed to sustain the gradual retirement plan in 1976 would be

5325,942,400. Table 6.2 reveals the total wage bill paid to workers in

1976. Real izing that the reduction in worktime by gradual retirees

woutd reduce the total wage bill by ($6,¡+oo) (101,857) = 5651,884,800,

the revised totaì wage bill would egual S111,967,420,000.

According to the theory of intergenerational transfers, this amount

represents the total earned income in the economy from which the pension

b¡ll must be financed. The data calculated above define the total in-

tergenerational transfer for the partial pension as 5325,942,000, or

$3Z5,942,ooo/Sì I l,967,\2o,ooo =

O.29% of total earnings. That is, a tax levied at 0.292 of total earn-

ings would be needed to fully finance the transfer necessitated by the

existence of gradual retirement in 1976 (based on our qualifications, of

course) .

The demographic development of the transfer burden of gradual retire-

ment in the static environment is i I lustrated in Table 6.3. Under the

assumptions of our model, the transfer burden reaches a projection peri-

od minimum around the year 2001 and a maximum by the year 2021" The ac-

tual transfer required per year rises from a 1976 level of 5325.9 mil-

I ion to $749.7 mi I I ion in 202'l " The signif icance of these results has

less to do with the actuaì transfers than it has with the transfer bur-

den, or required pension tax. The analysis indicates that in the static
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Tabìe 6.3
Transfer Costs and Percentage Burden of Gradual Retirement

1976

tgSt

I 986

t99t

1996

200 I

2006

201 I

20r6

2021

2026

l.lorkers in Gradual
Ret i rement

tot,857

l 08, 056

t2\,313

12\,1+70

t 24,020

129,09\

157 ,\\8
t94, t64

2t 1 ,770

23\,293

228,9\9

Pension Bill
(Transf er in

s 'ooo)

325,9\2

3\5,779

397,8O2

398, 304

396,86\

l+ 
.l 
3, l0l

503,83\

6zt,325

677 ,66\

7\g,7 38

7 32,637

Revi sed Total
I ncome(i ,ooo)

111,967 ,\20

t30,129,550

I 46,032,400

t60,50t,8oo

t 73,807 , 880

186,767 ,7OO

19t,538,840

t93,40l,460

tgt ,756,98o

ì 88, I 55,830

1 83,647 ,030

Transfer
Burden

&)

o "29

o.27

0.27

o "25

o.23

0.22

0.26

o.32

0.35

0.40

0 .40
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economic environment, the pension tax needed to finance the transfer de-

cl ines steadi ly ti l I approximateìy the year 2001.

As stated earlier, projections of the transfer burden into the future

reflect purely demographic effects. The model used hoìds constant al I

key economic variables, al lowing only population and labour force to

vary. Price levels evidenced in 1976 are held constant, as are average

incomes of individuals in the specific age groups. Basically, it speci-

fies an economy in which economic growth is simply defined by growth in

the labour force. This is, of course, an unreal istic scenario. I t ig-

nores changes in productivies of different age groups through time, and

aggregate productivity changes. However, by ignoring these important

variabìes, one can calculate a demographic base figure of revenues and

costs in the future. This is not meant to be a realistic vision of the

future. Economic factors may be inserted into the model, though, which

allow for variations to this base and attempt to approach greater real-

i sm.

Variations in demographic variables used in the model are also possi-

ble. An increase in the labour force part¡cipation rate of persons aged

60-64, and/or an increase in their participation in gradual retirement,

wi I I result ¡n an increase ¡n the required pension tax by causing the

pension bill to grow at a higher rate than total income. S¡milarly, one

could vary any of the qual ifying parameters that are specified. Partie-

ipation in the program, rates of compensation for lost earnings, and av-

erage levels of worktime reduction are all variables which are held con-

stant through our projection period. Decl ines in any of these variables

would enta¡l a reduction in the required pension tax.
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6 .t+ ECONOlil l C EXTENS I 0NS 0F THE t'100E L

Let us nou, attempt to understand the implications of the stat¡c econ-

omy of the model, and to realize the effects on the pension's financing

if key economic variables are allowed to vary. To faciìitate this anal-

ysis, the concept of using the total wage bill as the base from which

the pension transfer is made is dropped. ln its place we use the more-

encompassing figure of gross national product (GNP).

The growth rate of aggregate output ( A GNP/GNP) is equal to the sum

of the growth rate of the labour force '(At/t) and the growth rate of

output per worker ( ácHp/ctlp - A VÐ , the I atter component be i ng an

all-encompassing definition of productivity. lf we assume that the fu-

ture economy wi I I exhibi t zero gains in productivi ty, the projection of

GNP figures through time are accompl ished simply by equating economic

growth with labour force growth, as in the preceding section.

Previous tables have charted the projected growth in the future la-

bour force, and Table 6.4 appl ies the continuous growth rates4s to the

1976 level of GNP. The table illustrates not only projected GNP, but

the projected pension tax (transfer burden) of the gradual retirement

plan expressed as a proportion of total output. Using GNP as the base

from which income redistribution is made, wê see that the pension tax

requirement bottoms out around the year 2001 at a rate of 0.0015 (or

0.15?) of aggregate output"

45 Calculated by the use of natural exponential functions.
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Tab I e 6.4
Projected Gross National Product and Transfer Burden

GNP
(S'õõõ,ooo)

177,62\

206,916

230,700

248,530

265,1 to

28t,403

291,391

29\,316

291,390

285,609

278,540

a t/t= 'gIZg-N.B Pens ion/GNP&) (z\

1976

I98r

I 986

t99t

1996

200 I

2006

20t I

2016

2021

2026

3. r

2.2

1.5

r.3

1.2

o.7

0.2

-o.2

-0.4

-o.5

0.r8

0.17

0.t7

0.t6

0. l5

0.t5

0.ì7

0.21

o "23

0.23

o.26

GNP growth rates are average annual rates for the preceding !-year period.
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The tablers results are expl icit for the examination of intergenera-

tional transfers. ln a future society predicted to be characterized by

decel erat i ng and negat i ve rates of growth of popul at i on and I abour

force, the proportion of total output needed to sustain an intergenera-

tional transfer from workers to the partial ly retired must rise if the

growth rate of output per worker does not compensate for the decline in

labour force growth. Productivity growth is the means by which the to-

tal output can yield greater shares of wealth to members of a society.

Table 6.5 illustrates the projected growth of future GNP and the re-

quired pension tax under the gradual retirement plan when productivity

growth is positive ( i.g. economic growth is higher than labour force

growth) . Al I three scenarios entai I positive (but constant) productivi-

ty growth through the fifty-year projection period. Results are predic-

tabìe, indicating the decline in the proportion of output needed to fi-

nance gradual retirement as GNP rises. ln this manner, the

intergenerational transfer is not reduced, but the transfer burden to

the economy of providing for those in gradual retirement is reduced from

the zero productivity growth scenario.

lnterestingly, âs productivity growth reaches a 2-32 annual average,

the transfer burden is marked by almost continuous decl ine through the

projection period. That is, in the case of this particular transfer,

productivity growth in this range wi I I more than ful ly compensate for

the negative effects of decelerat¡ng and negative. Iabour force grov\tth,
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Tab I e 6.5
Projected GNP and Transfer Burden with Positive Productivity Growth

IZ Annual Growth in Gross Productivi ty

A

1976

lgSl

I 986

t99t

t996

200 I

2006

20t I

2016

2021

2026

GNP
(s 'ooo,0oo)

177 ,62\

217,1\B

25\,187

287,589

322,219

359,257

3go,850

414, 87 r

\31,733

444,842

\56,07\

GNP/GNP
(z)

4.1

3.2

2"5

2.3

2.2

1.7

1.2

0.8

0.6

o.5

Transfer Burden1r
0. l8

0.t6

0. l6

0.r4

0..l2

0.ll
0.13

0. l5

o. l6

0.t7

0.t6
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Table 6.5 (Continued)

2? Annual Growth in Gross Productivitv

A

1976

I98t

I 986

l99l

1996

200 I

2006

20tI

2016

2021

2026

GNP
(SEõ0, ooo)

177 ,62\

227 ,780

279,80\

332,319

3go,8g2

\57 ,568

522,766

582,857

637,237

689,87\

7\3,190

GNP/GNP
(z)

5. r

\.2

3.5

3.3

3"2

2.7

2.2

1.8

1.6

1.5

Transfer Burden(r
0. t8

0. t5

0.r4

0.ì2

0,l0

0 .09

0. l0

0.1I

0.I r

0.1I

0. t0
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Table 6.5 (Continued)

$ Annual Growth in Gross Productivity

A

1976

tggl

I 986

1991

r996

200 I

2006

20t r

2016

2021

2026

GNP
(s 'ooo, ooo)

177 ,624

238,82\

307 ,721

383,\76

\7 3,328

581,\32

697,2s6

8r6, r89

937,036

1,065,352

'l,205,348

qxvcNe
(z)

6.r

5"2

I+ "5

t+ "3

\.2

3"7

3"2

2.8

2.6

2.5

Transfer Burden1r
0. t8

0. r4

o.t3

0. l0

0.08

0.07

0.07

0"08

0.07

0.07

0.06

GNP growth rates are average annual rates for the preceding f-year period"
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Are any of these productivity scenarios real istic? A specific guide-

I ine for the future is impossible. Productivity growth is somewhat vol-

ati le, and reveals lagged increases and decreases with movements along

business cycles.a6 Table 6.5 i I lustrates continuous growth rates of

aggregate output based on the two factors of I abour force growth and

growth in output per worker. Clearly, the period 1976-81 has not v.r¡t-

nessed average annual output growth rates of 5'62. ln Canada, gross

productivity measures have shown much decl ine since 1973.o'

One factor that has been ignored thus far is the possible replacement

of worktime reductions of gradual reti rees. Swedish experience wi th

this retirement option has been that approximately 50% of worktime re-

ductions have been replaced by young (or new) workers. This is not a

reflection of reìative productivities of the age groups, but símply a

result of a poor state of the economy. Chapter J documented that the

remaining hours were either redundant or substituted by capital goods (

e.g. computerization) .

The consideration that employers gain by al lowing older workers to

partially retire is very much ignored in the literature on Sweden. How-

ever, it is obvious that in certain sectors and certain occupations, êm-

ployers could envisage a sizeable financial gain by allowing older work-

ers to reduce their worktime. ln sectors or occupat¡ons in which job

experience means relatively I ¡ttle in the consideration of productivity,

hiring a younger worker at much lower wages than his older counterpart

is eertainly an attractive consideration to an employer.

45 Department of Finance Canada (1980b) 
"

See Daly (1982).47
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The point of the previous paragraphs is that replacement of worktime

reductions could be an important factor in the deveìopment of this con-

cept. lgnoring the employer perspective, and concentrating simply on

the matter of the necessary transfer of income involved in this type of

program, ¡t is apparent that the hiring of new workers to replace par-

tial retirees is important with regard to the transfer burden. New

workers' incomes would be a part of the base from which the necesary

transf er must come, and as such, r^rould help ease the taxation require-

ment.



Chapter Vl I

coNcLUs I oNs

As the thesis consists of two distinct parts, the conclusions shal I

also follow this pattern. Part I of the study dealt with the concept of

flexibi I ity in regard to the work/retirement decision. Specifical ly, it

dealt with the concept of part-time work before full retirement as an

alternative to the abrupt transition in lifestyles evidenced by the dom-

inant current arrangement.

ln Chapter 2, discussion centred on the importance of employment as a

factor in one's life. The survey of avaiìable literature indicated a

contention that employment is a major source of status throughout I ife'

and that abrupt termination of this status upon the attainment of re-

tirement age can be a traumatic experience for those who have not ade-

quately prepared for the extra leisure available after that t¡me.

As a response to this concern (and others) the concept of a part-time

work transition into ful I retirement has been advanced. Our research

has attempted to outline the fact and fiction concerning the ability of

the older worker to adjust to new work schedules, and perhaps new work

duties, as a result of this option. lt appears that theories concerning

a general decline in workersr physical and mental capacities as they age

are not whol ly appl icable. Research seems to indicate that' on the

whole, older workers are as productive as their younger counterparts'

and can acquire nel^, talents as wel I .

126
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As documented in Part l, there exists substantial interest in a part-

time work option, âs a process preceding and fol lowing official retire-

ment. Work by Sheppard and llantovani (1982) i I lustrates the degree of

support that older Americans have for the availability of part-time work

after retirement. tlhile this desire appears to be strongly associated

with lower incomes and less*than-adequate pension coverage, evidence

suggests that there exists a strong undercurrent of support for the

availability of the option even among weaìthier workers.

The NCOA survey on which their analysis is basedr âs wel I as other

surveys by Hagstrom ('l981), Skoglund ('l981), and the Commission of the

European Communities (1978), reveal the importance of work as an essen-

tial element of some older personsr lives, even after retirement. lt is

a popular contention that activity (particularly paid activity) in one's

older years is a means of promulgating both physical and mental health.

Surveys by the Canadian Department of Health and Welfare (1977) and

Copperman (1981) reveal that many older workers brould consider part-time

work as a transitional step between ful l-time employment and retirement.

Shkop (.l980) points out that job modifications such as part-time work

schedules have a very significant effect on the tim¡ng of the retirement

decision.

Swedish experience with gradual retirement provides the most compre-

hensive base of analysis with regard to the legislated implementation of

retirement flexibi I ity. The Partial Pension lnsurance Act provides for

a pension payable to workers who reduce their worktime between the ages

of 6O and 65. Surveys reveal that workers choosing this option do so
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for a variety of reasons: (l) They wish to scale down their working

hours and increase their available leisure; (2) They wish to devote more

time to interests other than work; (3) Their health is faíling; or (4)

Their present work environment is too tiring

Participation in the gradual retirement program reached a high of 272

of eligible persons in 1980. A decline in the level of compensation of

lost earnings from 652 to 5OZ in l98l resulted in a modest decline in

program part ¡c ipat ion to 2l+?6 of el ig ibl e persons in that year.

Survey data comparing the I ifestyles of partial pensioners and ful l-

time employees revealed that the overall effect of the gradual retire-

ment program on individuals appeared to be positive. Registered absence

due to illness declined among the group of partial pensioners, while ¡t

rose among ful l-time employees. Partial pensioners bel ieved that, in

general, their health had improved, they were more rested, and the per-

formance of their work duties had improved as a result of the gradual

ret i rement program.

l,lost partial pensioners judged their income loss as a result of the

shift to part-time work as imperceptible. However, this is based on a

compensation rate of 652. Anaìysis in section 3.J revealed that the de-

cline in compensation rates fron 659é to 50* resulted in declines of re-

placement levels of after-tax income from 84-902 to 77-8\2, for a range

of incomes. Sti I l, Crona (.l98,l) contends that partial pensioners are

well situated both materially and mentally as they near full retirement"

Case studies of management reveal that accomodating older workers

into a part-time schedule involved few problems" 0f al I appl ications

for part-time employment by older workers, less than lZ were denied"
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The workplace survey indicated that partiaì retirement is twice as com-

mon among male manual workers as among male salar¡ed staff. Houlever'

both the Swedish Trade Union Confederation and the Swedish Employers

Confederation reported that white-col lar workers are finding the program

increasingly popular and adaptable. ln fact, the L"l'1. Ericsson company

of Stockholm had l+8? of el igible white-colìar workers participating in

the plan in 198.l.

North American experience with part-time employment has also revealed

few problems, and generally positive effects on the organization from

its use. Section 2.6 detailed that in a survey of employers using part-

time work, the vast majority reported improvements in absenteeism, fa-

tigue, tardiness, and general productivity as a result of its use.

The Swedish partial pension program is financed by a payroll tax of

O.5OZ levied on employers. Swedísh employers have reported that the

costs of the program are acceptable, considering the positive impact on

morale and productivity of workers of all age groups. Nevertheless'

continuing deficits in the pension's fund may necessitate increases in

the tax.

Seetion 3.6 revealed the popularity of gradual retirement among Euro-

pean firms. lt appears that one element of consideration in this popu-

larity is the ability of employers to reduce total payroll costs through

the use of the program. Swedish firms reported that they had replaced

only $02 of hours lost by gradual retirement.

Part ll of the thesis extended the concept of gradual retirement into

a eanadian context. To accompl ish this, pensions h,ere first defined as
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intergenerational transfers of income as opposed to intertemporal sav-

ings. This approach is based on the works of Asimakopulos and Weldon,

whose theory of pensions attempts to refute models in which economic

certainty is required.

The authors view public pensions as the result of the application of

social welfare functions to current economic conditions within a socie-

ty. Societyrs dissatisfaction with the economic position of a group

(the retired) relative to another (workers) provides the incentive for

the establ ishment of a pension. Pension pol icy can only determine the

taxes and benefits in a current time period. Future taxes and benefits

are determined by successor governments in response to demographic and

economic concerns which influence future social welfare functions.

lf pension plans are treated as transfers, analysis must focus on the

relative income positions of contributors and beneficiaries in the time

period in which the transfer is made. Transfer theory allows for the

specification of contributions and benefits in a current time period in
which demographic and economic conditions are known with certainty. Ex-

amining the future pattern of transfers allows for the incorporation of

uncerta¡nty into the analysis.

Chapter 5 set up the forecasting model in which we determine the fu-

ture intergenerational transfers of income needed to finance a plan of

gradual reti rement. I n that chapter, Stati stics Canada population pro-

jeetions for the time period 1976-2026 are defined. The projections

outline the profound impact of the baby boom generation on levels of

population through this time period. The aging of this group wi I I be

reflected in the aging of the population as a whole.
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ln I ight of this developmentr wê attempted to indicate future costs

of dependancy in Canada. Our figures suggest that total government ex-

penditure on goods and services must increase by 502 simply as a result

of the shift to an older population. This is, of course, based on as-

sumptions of zero growth in productivity, rìo inflation' no change in

relative costs, and no economies (or diseconomies) of scale in provision

of publ ic services.

The population projections are also used to develop estimates of fu-

ture labour force leveìs. To accompl ish this, ure appl ied both stat¡c

and changing age-specific labour force participation rates to age groups

of the population. Our results indicate that Canadian population and

labour force growth wi I I increasingly decelerate throughout the project-

i on per i od.

Using this data, in combination with labour incomer wê determine the

intergenerationaì transfer needed to finance the cost of a plan of grad-

ual retirement, based on assumptions regarding participation and compen-

sation. This is provided for a year (lglt) in which conditions are

known w i th cer ta i nty .

Based on our qualifications, it was revealed that the annual tax re-

quired to finance the plan would equal 0.292 of total wages and salaries

in 1976, decline to 0.222 by 2001, and increase to 0.\OZ by 2021. The

increase in the transfer burden after 200.l results from an increase in

the population and labour force aged 60-64, as the first members of the

baby boom group near retirement age.
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Changing the base of pension transfer from the totaì wage bill to GNP

allowed for the extension of the model to include changes in economic

variables. Specifically, it allowed for the introduction of positive

productivity growth to the economy. Section 6.1+ illustrated that annual

growth of gross productivity in the 2'JZ range would result in the re-

quired pension tax decl ining almost continuously through the projection

per i od.

From the analysis of Part I l, it can be stated that future costs of

supporting the elderly in Canada wi I I increase dramatical lY¡ Particular-

ly after the year 2010 as the baby boom group enters retîrement. How-

ever, the burden that these costs will impose on society are subjective.

Their true impact will only be determined after future levels of produc-

tivity growth and resultant economic growth are determined.

Simi larly, the future cost of introducing and supporting a gradual

retirement program can only be determined ex post. As a percentage of

GNP, total program costs are projected to be modest. However, this

statement must be tempered by uncerta¡nty w¡th regard to the future.

Future economic growth wi I I aid in the determination of this programrs

transfer burden, but ultimately, ¡t is a societal decision regarding the

distribution of avai lable wealth that would al low for its introduction

and development,

Predictions of a rapidly aging population and workforce in the early

part of the tr^Jenty-f irst century wil I inf luence future retirement poli-

cy. The large costs associated with supporting elderly dependants in

the years to come may act to encourage the continued employment of work-

ers past thei r age of pension el igibi I i ty. As a counterforce, though,
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the concentration of older workers in the labour force of the future

wi I I undoubtedly act to discourage this action. Younger workers may

view this concentration as a detriment to their own progress in their

emp I oyment .

It is the contention of the present author that these distinct pres-

sures will resuìt in increased flexibility regarding the work/retirement

decision on both sides of the age of normal retirement. 0lder persons

will constitute an important part of both the future labour force and

population, and as such wilì be the focus of a growing amount of socie-

tal concern. This concern will encompass many areas of decision.



Append i x A

A I-IODEL OF LABOUR SUPPLY WITH A PARTIAL PENSION OPTION

An understanding of factors which affect the amount of labour offered

by workers is essential to the development of a comprehensive model of

the labour market. For this anatysis, h,e assume the neo-classical posi-

tion that the individual workerrs suppìy of labour is based on the

choice between the tv,,o commodities that are availabìe to him: income

and Ieisure. This appendix examines the impl ications of a partial pen-

sion program on a worker's choice of commodities, and his coincident

supply of labour.

For these purposes we will rely upon the use of indifference curve

analysis. An indif f erence curve represents all combinations of tt^ro com-

modities, resulting in the same level of satisfaction; in this case, the

commodities are income and leisure (ttre latter being defined as non-in-

come producing hours excluding weekends and time devoted to sleep and

work preparation). Figure I indicates three indifference curves, l(0),

| (l), and I (2). The most important characteristics of these curves are

their shapes and slopes. Their negative slope indicates that the work-

errs level of satisfaction or util¡ty can be held constant v{hile substi-

tut¡ng ìeisure for income. Their convexity relative to the origin is

based on the assumption of increasingly difficult subst¡tutabi I ity be-

tween leisure and income. That is, the amount of income that must be

given up by a worker as he increases his leisure should fall as the con-

sumption of leisure increases, given a constant level of uti I ity. This

r34 -
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feature is based on the concept of decreasing marginal uti I ity: the

utility gained (at the margin) woul,d steadily decrease as more income or

leisure was consumed. The marginal rate of substitution of leisure for

income, t'lRS(L,Y), is also def ined as ¡lU(L)/l'lu(Y), that is the ratio of

the marginal utility of leisure to the marginal ut¡lity of income. This

ratio is equal to the slope of the indifference curve for any given com-

bination of income and leisure.

The general shape of the indifference map indicates the common as-

sumption that successively higher indifference curves become steeper at

their point of intersection with a vertical I ine drawn anywhere on the

leisure axis. This represents a positive income effect for the demand

for leisure or, in other words, that leisure is a normal good. The

curves do not become vertical because we assume that a worker cannot be

satiated with income. However, the workerrs indifference curves may be-

come horizontal or even bend upwards, indicating that there is a limit

to the amount of leisure that one wishes to consume.

Since the individual worker would prefer more of both leisure and in-

come to less, the indifference curves further away from the origin rep-

resent cont¡nual ly higher levels of satisfaction. The individual's aim

is to achieve the highest possible level of satisfaction represented by

combinations of income and leisure. However, this objective is con-

strained by the worker's budget line, DD in Figure l.
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Figure 1 presents two points, A and B, between which the worker is

indifferent. Point A represents a combination of S4OO/weet in income

and 30 hours/week of lei sure. The worker wi I I apparently be equal ly

satisfied with the combination of S280/week in income and 40 hours/week

of leisure represented by point B, since both are on indifference curve

| (0). However, neither point is optimal since both lie below the work-

errs budget I ine. The budget I ¡ne represents the highest obtainable

combinations of the two commodities given the exogenous hrage rate.

Figure I begins the analysis of a typical worker who would be eligi-

ble for a program of gradual retirement if offered. We assume that this

worker has 90 hours per week which he may devote to either work' lei-

sure, or some combination of the two. We also assume that the wage rate

is given at $IO/hour. l,laximization of util¡ty subject to these con-

straints involves the choice of some combination of income and leisure

which is on both the budget I ine and the híghest possible indifference

curve. This is a single point of tangency between the tbro curves. This

optimal combination is represented by point C at which income equals

$400/week and leisure equals !0 hours per week. The choice of the stan-

dard 40 hour work-week as the optimal quantity of labour in this example

is simply for ease of analysis.

Figure 2 shows how a worker can be overemployed at the given wage

rate" At point B on indifference curve I (l) the worker in question

would be at his point of optimal satisfaction" At this point he would

earn $2Oo/week in income and consume 70 hours per week of leisure. ln

other words, if the worker vüas allowed to work at the level of hours and
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Figure 2
The Overemployed Worker
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income of his choice, at the given wage rate he would choose to work at

much less than the standard forty hour work-week. However, the terms of

his employment require him to work a fulì forty-hour week, Point A on

indifference curve I (0). Notice that the worker cannot obtain the same

leveì'of satisfaction working 40 hours,/week as he can working 20 hours/

week [l (0) is below I (l) and is not tangent to the budget line at point

A]. Thus he is forced to accept a lower level of satisfaction at the

combination of commodities represented at point A.

The above description of the overemployed worker is important s¡nce

it may also depict the worker who might participate in a program of

gradual retirement. This worker would be one who would prefer more lei-

sure than is avai lable to him at his employment. Perlman (1966) de-

scribes the overemployed worker:

They would be workers, very I ikely older employees, whose in-
come needs and wishes were more easily satisfied than the av-
erage workerrs. For whatever reason, whether because of iner-
tia, or lack of other opportuni ties, these overemployed
workers who would prefer to trade income for leisure, work at
a schedule beyond their optimum hours. They might resort to
absenteeism as a device to shorten their work schedule towards
their optimum...48

The next part of this appendix details the status and choices of an

overemployed, older worker to whom a gradual retirement/partial pension

arrangement becomes avaiìable. lndifference curve and budget line anal-

ysis wi I I continue as the method of this section.

For this analysis bre continue the assumption that the worker in ques-

tion has 90 hours per week to devote to work, leisure, or some combina-

tion of the two. Due to structural employment barriers he is initially

48 P. 329, Perlman (1966).
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forced to work a standard 40 hour work-week. Furthermore, v\te assume

that his employment is structured in the following manner: 8 hours/day,

! days/week, 50 weeks/year. At a given wage of SlO/hour, and ignoring

overtime poss¡bi I ¡ties, he wi I I earn sums of $80/Oay, S400/week, or

S20,000/year. Point A in Figure I represents this position.

The introduction of a gradual retirement/partial pension program

which is readily accessible for the worker will create a new' effective

budget line for quantities of leisure above !0 hours per week. Let us

assume that the pension provided is designed to replace 50% of earnings

lost as a result of worktime reductions.

A reduction in the amount of work performed of 2OZ would imply the

workerrs employment structure changing to:

6.À hours/day-56\/day
4 days/week_5320/week
40 weeks/year_S 1 6, 000/year

A pension of 5OZ of lost earnings would result in payments of:

($ I 6/day) (50?)
($80/weet) (50%)
($4,ooo/year) (5oZ)

= S8/aay
= $AO,/week
= S2,ooo/year

Thus total income (earned income * partial pension) would equal:

S6\/day +
S 3zolweek +
$ l6,ooo/year +

$8/aay = $72/day
$4o/weet = $360,/week
S2,ooo/year = SlS,ooo/year

This position is depicted by point B in Figure J. At this position,

the worker has increased the amount of leisure consumed in a week to 58

hours, and his total income nobJ equals 908 of his former full-time earn-

i ngs.
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performed of 402 urould change theA reduction in the amount of work

worker's employment structure to:

4.8 hours /day_$48/Aay
) day s /week_$ 240lb,eek
lo weeks/year-S I 2, ooo/year

Thus total income including the pension would equal:

$48/aay +
s240/week +
$ I 2, ooo/year +

S l6lday = S64/day
$80/week = $Jzolweek
54,ooo/year = $t6,ooo/year

This position is depicted by point C in Figure J.

the worker h/ould consume 66 hours of ìeisure per week,

come h,ould equal 80U of his former f ul l-time earnings.

S3z/aay +
$ l6olwee¡< +
S8,ooo/year +

$z\/¿ay = 556/day
Slzo/weet< = $280/week
$6,ooo/year = $ l4,ooo/year

At this position,

and his total in-

At this position,

and his total in-

A reduction in the amount of work performed o¡ 6O% would change the

workerrs employment structure to:

3"2 hours /day_$32/aay
2 days/week_S I 6olweet<
20 weeks per year_S8,OO0/year

Total income including pension would now equal:

This position is depicted by point D in Figure J.

the worker would consume 74 hours of leisure per week,

come v',ould equal 70% of his former full-time earnings"

A reduction in the amount of labour performed of 8O?6 would change the

worker's employment structure to:

I "6 hours /day_$16/day
I daylweek-$80/weet<
I 0 weeks/year_S4, 000/year



Thus total income including pension would equal:

+ 532/aay = S48/day
+ Sl6o/weet< = S24o/week
+ $8,ooo/year = S12,ooo/year

r42

At this position,

and his total in-

S t 6/aay
S8o/week
$4, ogo/year

This position is depicted by point E in Figure l.

the worker would consume 82 hours of leisure per week,

come would equal 602 of his former full-time earnings.

Points A to E trace out the budget Iine for a typical worker who has

the gradual retirement option made available to him. Whether the inro-

duction of the partial pension will allow a worker to reach his optimal

combinat¡on of income and leisure is unknown. However' it will undoubt-

edly increase the satisfaction of a ìeisure-preferrer (place the worker

on a higher indifference curve).

The new budget line, formed by a pension of 5O% of earnings lost as a

resuìt of worktime reductions, has a slope equal to one-half of the

original budget I ine. Figure 3 depicts real wages per working hour

along the new budget line. Pensions of more than 5OZ of lost earnings

would resuìt in budget lines above AE, would cause real wages per work-

ing hour to increase, and would increase the satisfaction of the worker

in question by raising his station to a higher indiffereRce curve.
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The new budget I ine represents a locus of choices for the typical

worker. The I inear structure of the new budget I ine is easi ìy proved.

Assume that the worker in question reduces his workload by 2OZ (weekly

leisure increases to 58 hours). tlithout a program of partial pension he

would move along the old budget line to the point at which his weekly

income would equal 5320. A horizontal line drawn east from point A de-

picts the workerrs budget I ine if it was possible for him to receive

100? recovery of earnings lost as a resutt of reductions in work" This

means that the worker would receive $4OO per week even if he reduced his

worktime by 202. The difference between being stationed along the old

budget line at 58 hours of leisure and a budget line that is horizontal

east from point A is (S4OO - 5320 = S80). $80 per week represents total

earnings lost as a resuìt of work reductions. A !O% replacement rate

pension would equal S4O/week and station the worker at point B with a

weekly income of (5320 + S4O = 5360). This analysis can be carried out

and proven for all points along AE, as welì as for replacemeRt rates

above and bel ow 5O%"
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